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lnlroducti11n 

"The Mcxic:a'tl pcs'o was dcvalucd 55 pcrccnl againsl tl;e US dallar" l'J87/ll/18 

For the past severa! year·s the Mexican economy has developed many 

problems. The main probiems. lht: la1-ge debt, thc contir:uous dev:iluation of 

the peso, the stagnation of the economy, etc., are these days present in al! 

discussior.s by both economists and non-economists. 

Among lhe economists. these discussions have taken different directions. 

one of which is related wilh the Keynesians' against the Neoclassicals' 

(IMF, Friedman) proposals. for thc economy. This in turn has broughl about 

titt: t..ii::.cussivo üf th~ ~:-!~!~~~! w0rkc::. nf Kr.yncs and Walras and their 

developments in order to better understand both to help analyze the actual 

situation of Mexican economy and highlight possible solutions. That is one 

of the reasons for studying the General Equilibrium Theory. 

The theory of general equilibriuni analysis is the determination of the 

market proccss as a devicc that allows the decentralized allocation of 

consumption and production resources. This decentralized allocation of an 

economy with multiple individual asents implies the solution of the possible 

conflict that could arise in a society. Ultima te !y, the social device 

called 'market' should reconcile individual inter·ests without aoy mechanism 

that would impose direct duties to the individual agents. Walras' work is 

the departure point of the decentralized competitive market theory in which 

lht! ::::;ents d'!fin~ their activity plans ( production and 

consumption) ad jus ting them by the social signals tha t the prices represent 

in their para me trie function. t 
\ 

Prices are thc only social signals that individual agents take into 

account to define lheir economic behavior. Outside these signals only 

slrictJy priv'1lc clcmcnts exist (consumcrs' prcference field and demand 

functions. producers' production sets and supply functions). and any 
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communicalinn amnng lht! .1g•:nts hc~forc lh" ~r:Jn~;1clions is cx:cludcd b: 

lllt' P~'/"•!"'> ttJ 1111 ~ ., r , .. ,,, ,,,,, ,, ¡ t..'d: t ¡ ,,, , 1 ~¡ 

that the agenls p<issively adjusl lhemselves lo given pi-ices, lhat is, act as 

price lakers. 

The competitive mat"kel has been lraditionally conceived to be integratcd 

by agents who cannot have an i11fluence on the prices, controlling the amount 

of demanded and supplied commodities. llowever this implies the existence of 

an infinite numb~r of aeents bec:ause in such a ca;:;e the influence of each 

one can be neglected. L.ater works conceivc competitive market as one in 

which each agent passively adjusts himself to a given existing price system. 

His behavior is like a pricc taker, and this statement is to ta lly 

independent of the capacíty that some agents have to have an influence upon 

price forma tion. 

The theory of General Equilibrium derived the individual agenls taking 

into account only strictly private info1·ma tíon e temen ts. for examp le. 

ini tia l endowmen ts, preferences, e te. The market is the social device that 

brings the social information to the ai::ents by means of pr·ice. 

The central element of Walras' contribution can be summarized as follows. 

In the framework of a feasible situation for the whole economy, thc market 

defines a price system far which the individual production and consumption 

Thn~P ;u·p thP mn~t- ~:.H~f;¡r.tnry inciiviciual 

plans far cach agent at this pricc leve! in the scnsc that indi•:idu;il agents 

maximize u tili tí es or profi ts. The supply and demand functions could be 

aggregated and ali the transactions could be effectively carried out. if and 

only if, demand equals supply far all commodities. Therefare lhe tradition 
1 

of the theory of general equilibrium starting'- with Vfalras implies the 

necessity of proving the existence of the competitive equilibrium. This is 

the tradition that guides the works of Wald, Arrow, Debreu, Me Kenzie, Gale, 

Hahn, Nikaido and others. 

This tradition determines the directíon of research which by the l950's 
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rcsullcd in a clear malhemalical st;ilc~"'''"' 111 which lhc thcory rigorously 

conccivcs Ll1e individual agcnls as well ''" lhe charactcristics that thc ., 
compctitive cquilibrium has. The condil1ons in which a competitive 

equilibrium with those .characte.-istics exisl are stated in this framework. 

lt is important lo remark thal there seems to exist a consensos between 

economists concerning the proof of existcnce of su ch equilibrium. 

Generally, economists consider that the proofs are rigorous and that they 

effectively solve the problems of existence of decentralized economies' 

equilibrium. This fact leads the research in two directions: one ccnccrnccl 

with the problem of relaxing the restrictive assumpti<>ns; and the other 

caneen t:--a tin~ on to the 

equilibrium already preved. 

The second direction of the research mentioned above is what Walras called 

"the empírica! solulion on the market by the mechanism of free competiton". 

Now it is recognized that Walras' solution was achieved by a price formation 

process 'tatonnement' in which the non-equilibrium transactions are excluded 

and the Market Secretary bolh centralizes the individual agent's supply and 

demand informa ti o ns for ea ch vector price, and do es the necessary 

adjustments to ensure the convergence toward equilibrium. 

Ner:'shi's works (1962) lry to relax the restriction that does not accept 

non-equilibrium trar.sactions. On -the .other hand a great number of 

disequilibrium works deal with the idea of avoiding the Market Secretary. 

Fisher (19R":J) point~ oHt that this !:::st qu~!;tion still does nol l1C:tVt: a 

satisfactory answer. These last works are also in the Walras tradition, but 

we are going to limit our analysis up to the Arrow-Debreu model. 
¡ 

The -three chap ters of th is work provide an ana'lysis of general equil ibrium 

theory. The first chapter sta tes Lhe Walras model as the departure point of 

general equ i 1 ibrium theory. Thc second chap ler follows the his lorical 

dcvelopment of thc W::ilras modcl ending with lhc Arrow-Dcbrcu rnodel. ln lhc 

third chapter we discuss two problernatic assumplions of general ec¡uilibrium 
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uf individual possibili L1es priiduclíon and 
I 

consumption set.o.: :rn.! u,., divisibiliby of cornmodilies. F in.illy in Lhc 

appcndix, wc sh;:ill ,j,,;ii wilh <>omc mcthodologic;:il problems th;:il oftcn appe;:ir 

in m;:ithemalical econorny and furnish sorne gencr.31 remarks on lhe conccpt of 

equilibrium and ulilily theory. 

The princip;:il idea of 'this work is to study in sorne detail the general 

equilibrium theory as one of the import;:int lines of investigation of the 

econu111y since 1900. We will follow the historical process and point out 

both the improvements and the new problems that arise at each step. We are 

going to stress the procedure followed to bind the individual sets and the 

difficulties that arise when we remove the divisibility of commodities 

assumption. We will show that, even with al! the mn.-lifi.-;,.ti(·n~ :!n<! :1CW 

formula tions. th is theory s ti 11 has so me prob lerns. 
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the conccpl of rn;id;el as a d•~\ÍL"<' lh:il allows ti•" decentralizcd allocation, 

of given consumpl,i~"' '11ld proJuct.iun of an cconnrny wjlh rnultiplc individual 

agents implies the solution of the possible conflict that could arise in a 

society without imposing '1ny constr~int.s of r.1r0Uuction or consumption upan 

individual :'.lgen ts. 

Walras' worL: \:; tnc departure point in this area of theorizing. The 

original Walrasian system of general equilibrium has helped modern economic 

theory to expand in several directions. Discussioos of the existence of 

solution of general equilibrium systern began with Walr;is' formulation of th.:, 

system. 

In this chapter the general ···-~'· ...... r.. 
... !•• 
rv.a.11 ou tiineci. 

There will then be an attempt to portray Walras' exchange rnodel as he 

h irnsel f d id, wh ich will be followed by Hansen's interpreta tion of the 

production model. First we use Walras notation. even though it is difficult 

to deal with, but later, in the production system we use the rnodern 

notation. lt is irnportant to note in the equations of the production system 

the diffcrent way that the equilibrium is reached in the market of products 

and in the market of productive service, that is. the difference between the 

equilibrium conditions. At the end of this chapter we shall furnish the 

sirnplified system. Its principal diffcrence is that production process is 

not explicit!y analyzed and the equilíbrium conditions are stated in terms 

of which excess demand cquals zero. 

1. General Equilibrium Theory. 

Auguste Walras was led to the concept of rarete or scarcity in the course 

' of investigation into the philosophical foundaÜons of the concept of 

property. In scarcity the senior Wa!ras saw the foundation both of property 

and of economic value. Deep in the idea of scarcity lay the seed of 

neoclassical allocation theory. and Lean Walras's role was to draw it out 
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.1nd hring it to his thcory of gcncr;il 1.•q111l1i11·111~11. \'1 ín ali hl,; works Leon 

IV:1lras exhihít». li,is social ideals in U>1: q,. .. ,,,. 

Walras was inlcrcstcd in thc lrnnsfor111.it1n11 nf !Hin~ Pconomks ínlo a 

mathematical science and his prime task '-t'la:; lo ca:;t inlo malhernuticai form 

whatcver part of thc science that was feasíblr' to ltandlr• In llils way. lle 

started with what he regarded as thc simplesl parl; lite purc and static 

theory of the exchange of two commod i tics. lle knows and de,;crlbcs lite 

complexities involved in attempting a static thcor.i: of lhc allocation of a 

given set uf productive resources. In the first stagc produclion is not 

considered. 

W;i lr<1s describes the prob lem as "Gi ven ced.ain ouan tí tic,; of commnd i H"" 
to formula te a sys tem of e qua ti o ns of wh ich the prices of the commod 1 tl•!s 

are the roo ts". Jaffe concisely describes l'lalras's orígin of marginal 

utility: "From the verY starl. Leen Walras introduced his marr,inal utllity 

theory immediately into his an::ilysis of market price determination wíthoul 

considering il in any other context. His whole attention was focuscd on 

marke t phenomena and no t on consump tion". Thus, it is the marginal 

adjustment (not the utility as such) that matters. 

Walras presented his first equation system in 1874 in Elements d'Economie 

Poiitique Pure; the final version appeared in the Edition definitive 1926. 

Firs t we are going to dea 1 w i th -iogical s true tu re of the conditions or 

rclations in Walras's systcm uscd to determine the equilibriurn values of al! 

the economic variables in pe.-fect equilibrium and pure competition, tkat is: 

the equilibrium consists of bo th the prices of all products and factors of 

production and the quantities of these products and factors that would be 
1 

bought, by ali the households and firms. Since i.the de terrnination of these 

quantities implies the determination of individual ::is well as group and 

social incomes. this theory also determines such features as total income 

and employment in the socicty. Al though the la tter are rnacroecon'1mic 

aspects, they are considered to be the result of the microeconomic aspects 
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in n:-i t_11r~. it ts thc1·efore not. correct lo conlrast K1~yncsian 

macroanalysis wilh ',';:i11-.-1::ian microanalysis. 

Walras' theory of prices refers primarily lo the prices of se:-vices of 

products and factors. and not to the prices of products and factors. This 

amounts to the sa111c thing only in regard to products and factors that can be 

utilized only once; far more durable goods. the problem of the prices of 

products and factors themselves is a difforent problem that is solved in a 

second leve! of analysis. Wülras conceived the equilibrium prices to be, 

the actual leve! around which prices oscillate in real life, but they are 

rcfcrreJ lo here as the prices that would be paid in perfect equilibrium and 

pu re campe ti tion. "Equilibrium ... , is and ideal and not a real state. lt 

never happens in the real world ... Yet equilibrium is the normal state. in 

the scnse that it is the state towards which things spontaneously tend under 

a régime of free competition ... "(Walrasl954) Walras grouped his productive 

services into scrvices of land. labor. and 'capital proper' but this does 

not mean acceptance of th.-, nld tri3d of factors, in fact he admitted m 

indefini te bu t fixed number of mea ns of production and service'>. 

The Walrasian entrepreneur is the agent (person or corporation) who buys 

raw materials from other entrepreneurs. hires land, labor force or capital 

goods frorn landowner~. wru"'k'-~; o:-" ::::.¡::;itü:i.::tl::> respect1ve1Y. and sells the 

the prod11ds tha t resul t from lhc- .combina tion of their services for his 

a ceo un t. 

Though Walras constructed the model theoretically, at the same ti.me, he 

icientltied practically, the v<1rious markets through which his economic 

mechanism works and the interaction of which constitutes his system. He 
1 

found two fundamental markets, lhose of the iiroducts and the productive 

services. and in addition thc market that determines the prices of the 

capitals, and the market of mcans of payrnenl. 

The strict association of every part of lhe aniument with an identifiable 

market, is an essential fcalt11·e uf Walras' procedurc which starts with a 
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m~iiih;1· ¡¡¡ which this thcorcuc:d süiulion works out. 'pr:iclic.:illy' in lhe' 

correspond i ng márke t. 

The equilibria in the two basic markets, the consumers go<ids and the 

service markets. and the way in which lhey interacl, simultaneously 

determining one another, .are of decisive import;ince in \Va[ras' theory. 

ln Walras' solution. there is an emphasis on inventories of goods whose 

existence pr~supposes a ccrtain pasl behavior of producers and consumers. 

Because here current reproduction presupposes c¿rtain expectations, the 

system still depicts a process in time, even if it is perfectly stationary, 

However Walras tried to build up an idealized equilibrium state in which the 

smoo th and instan taneous adapta tton to '.he cond i ti o ns ob taining a t the 

moment of al! existing goods and proces=oes are feasible. llouseholds and 

firms merely decla:-e what they would respectively buy and sell (produce) at 

hazard prices. These prices are announced experimentally by sorne agent in 

the market, and households and firms are free lo change their minds if these 

prices do not lurn 011t t0 be t!ie cquilibrium pi-ict::s. Should equilibrium 

prices no t occur. o ther prices are announced, and o ther de'clara ti o ns of 

willingness to buy or sel! (produce) are written down on vouchers (pieces of 

paper that do not carry any obligalion). until both the dernand and supply 

Thc only mcchanism of reaction to these variations of experimental prices 

that Walras recognizes is to raise the prices of commodities or servkes, 

when their demand is grea ter than the supply, and to reduce the prices of 

commodities or services, when their supply is greater than the demand. 

a) Walras' Theory of Exchange. ( 
\ 

Walras based his structure on an elaborate theory of exchange, which 

not only provides the theoretical description of the maximization behavior 

of consumer<>, but also displays the fundamental properties of economic 

action in general. This theory was based on a marginal utility explanation 
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OÍ PCDr\!JHlÍC \'.11111•_ 

W;ilf·;1:-; íully n~co~~nized ll11~ pnssibililies lh:1l. lhere may be no solution tn 

lhc gcncr;:il cquilibrium problcm, or lhal lhe :111swc1' might lie in mulliplc 

equilibria. llowever, he thought unique equilibriurn prices would almost 

al ways emerge i f there ·are man y commod i ti es in the marke t. 

To bcgin with, let's assume therc are N pcrsons with definitc tastes. 

They appear on the rnarket given any quantities of sorne kinds of well-defined 

M commodities. '.n arder to take advantage of the possibilities that this 

rnarket may offer to them, they want to maximize lh'eir satisfaction as far as 

their origin.:!l pos::::c:3sion:::: pcrmit. If v.;c ;Jcccpt thc usual conlinuily and 

differentiablity assump tion, the marginal utility functions of every 

pariicipani., ior every commociity, not oniy exist but are tunct1ons of the 

quantity of this commodity alone and they are monotonically decreasing. We 

then ha ve: n(m-1) behavior equations expressing for ali n participants the 

quantities they will give away or acquire at any given system of priccs in 

terrns of the numeraire (cxchange rclations), with the condition that they 

will go on exchanging until the marginal utilities to thcm of thc quantíties 

of ali the quantity of ali cornmodities that can be had for ;:¡ unít of 

numeraire are equal; n equatíons such that ali the quan ti ti es. the 

participants acquire (+) and give away (-). each quantity multiplicd by its 

price in the stand.:.rd commodity, must add up to zero; m equations such that, 

far every commodity, the total amount of quantity given away must equal the 

total amount of quantity acquired for the market as a whole. Thus we have 

the others. Finally we are left w i th m (n+ 1 )-1 independent ones by which to 

determine the variables (unknowns), and the m eciuilibrium prices and the mn 
\ 

quantities exchanged by the households. Since the two first sets of 

equations considercd by themselves, are homogenous of zero degree in the 

prices. it is only the exchangc ratios and not the absolute prices which we 

can determine, though we can translate thcse ratios into absolute prices by 
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n11~:1ns nf tht> :~urnc~ri1ire price idcnlíly . 

• ..,,...,\ funclion x1-f(xi.X1 ..... xr) is callc<l h 1 'r11.;,~ .. nP()11s of zcr·o dcgrce if. f.. 

bcing any posilivc arbilrary constant, lhc depcndcnt variable remains the 

same when thc indepcndenl enes are nwltiplied by h, so t!1a t 

X 1 = f ( li X 2 ,li X 3 , ••. ,li X , ) • Pulting now h=l/x,, we gel X1=f(l.x2/x1 •... ,x,/xi), 

that is to say a rclatiorl in which the former independent variables of wt.ich 

there are r, are replaced by ratios of which there are only r-l.*** 

The question of the existence in the mathematical sense now arises; lhat 

is, whether there does exist a set of vatues that will satisfy the 

conditions of general equitibrium. In o ther words, are the e qua ti o ns 

c:ioable af beirn? simultaneously solved. Is this independent of whether 

there is any tendency in the market to establish these solutions or 

equilibrium values. 

Walras could not answer this question satisfactorily even though he saw 

the possibility that the systern of equat!ons may not adrnit of any solution 

at ali. He also saw, and even proved, that the soiution, even if il t:xists. 

may not be unique. Ali he claimed was that solutions exist norrnally and 

that, if the commodities in the market are numerous, there will in general 

be a unique solution. But perhaps he was not fully aware that this solution 

nccd not be economicalty meaningful in the sense that an ac10uai sysi.t:m 111i1<l1L 

work with it. 

Wald stated more rigorously within the W;ilrasian assumptions themselves 

the conditions on which the existence of solutions, and specially of a 

unique so tu tion, depends. And Amoroso said tha t under 'tolerable' 

restrictions the existencc theorem stands if, as we must, make total and 

marginal utility a function of ali 

budget. 

the commodities that enter a household's 
"\ 

lt is one of Walras' greatest merits to have distinguished between the 

existencc and the stability problems. ftowever, he trenled the problem of 

stability in a peculiar way, because he posed it in connenction with what is 
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Ivgi-:(j,lly tin '~'''''' , . . ~,rr,:11:11l ~,1·uLieí11. He !-.iL .. .alcu il 111 i..en11~ uí lite 

' problcrn of lhe 1·,,i:il1.¡n i>t!lwccn lhe rna lhcma lical solulion of hís cqua Lío ns 

and thc proccsses ,,f ;iny actual rnnrket. lle wanted to show that the 

empírica! mcthod used in p.erfectly competitivc markets and thc theorctical 

method tcnd to produce the samc cquilibríum confíguratíon. 1irínging forth 

the question of how thc 'mechanísm of competitive markets drivcs the system 

toward equilibrium and keeps it there. 

So long as no other mcchanísm of reaction is admítted than the one 

exclusively considered by Walras' market mechanism, we can say that 

equibrium will be a ttained und<!r these assump ti o ns, tha t th is equilibrium 

will be unique and stable, and that in this equilibrium will be those prices 

and quantities we can ~et from our thcoretical solution. Bu t it is ele ar 

that we are not dealing with markets of real life but highly abstract 

creations of the mind. 

Equ i li bri um valucs in the perfect marke t are es tab lished by a game of 

trial and error (tatonnement) with prices being adjusted and quantities 

being 1-cadJustcd 1n respons<o:. Suppose that al! prices exccpt one do equate 

the respective demands and offers. The ene price that does not equate 

demand and offer must change according to the presupposed rule. But if we 

do adapt it, we thereby upset the equilibria in ali other sections of the 

markct, sincc they equate supply aod demand only in the prev1ous pnces. 

Thereforc we have in turn to adjust the others, an•' Walras gave a reason why 

the new configuration is nearer to equi!ibrium than was the origin?l ene. 

That is to say the effects of the adjustment of the price that was 

originally out of line upon the excess demand of the corresponding 

commodity, are direct, strong and in the same dlrection, wherewa the effect 

of the neccssary readjustmcnts of the other prices are indirect, weaker, and 

not ali in thc same dircction; in part thcy compensate ene another. But 

tliis evidcntly lacks rigor. 

b)Wal1·as' Thcory of Production. 
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1 '" -~ ..... 1 - •. 
'-'"' LA•' l•l •+t ... ,~ rn;i11rtt:r in wn1•_.n thc 

' mechanism of purc compelilion allucat"s thc services of lhe different kinds 
r, 

and qualitics of natural agenls. labor power, and produced mcans of 

production. 

Tht: lheory oí production leiis us which quantities of which products each 

firm will decide to Produce. and which quantities of which productive 

services it will buy in vicw of the given lastes of prospectivP consumers of 

its products and the given propensities of these same consumers considered 

as 'owners' of producti ve services. The quan ti tics of services poten tia JI y 

availablc during a givt:n µtel"iuc.l uf time are given, but they need not be 

ccmpletely absorbed by production, nor do they necessarily go to waste if 

they are not, because an essential feature of the Walrasian schema is that 

they are ali of them capable of being consumed by their owners directly. 

Wa Iras' prob lem was to show how these da ta (to ta 1 quan ti ti es and owners' 

propensi ti es to consume) interlock w i th the consumers' tas tes, so as to 

produce a consistent sel of quantities and values. He looked for a solution 

sYmmetrical to lhe exchange one. For that reason he intrnduced into his 

rnechanism an entrepreneur who role is to buy productive service and sell 

ionsumer's goods without any initiative or income of his own (not a 

capitalist at ali). 

In Walras' theory, the households -were real Jy the aeents that determine 

the economic process. He was aware of the fact that the production and the 

adaptation to the production involves delays, but at first he .simply 

negiected these deiays. 

Walras' schema sets severa! conditions: constant coefficients of 

production (for each product, only one techn~logically possible way of 

producing i t; there are no t economies or d iseconomies of scale): absence of 

any overhead, and; al l firms in every i ndus try produce exactly e qua 1 amo un ts 

of product. Under lhese condilions, there exists a unique set of solutions 

tha t covers bo lh consumers' and producers' behavior. Wa 1 ras' so 1 u tion comes 
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Lo Llds: lhP ti~111st~hold~ lhal f11rnl:-.;h lht! Sf~rvin·s h;1vf~ definilc nnd single-

valucd schcdules .of willingness lo p.1rt wilh lh"s" services. Thc pnccs of 

consumers' goods are dctcrmined sirnultancously wilh the prices of thc 

services and with reference to one anolher. 

We express lhis by making everybuJ.r·s uffcr of c·.,,·cry zerv!ce h~ owns a 

function of ali prices (both of consumers' goods and services) and, far the 

same reason, evcrybody's demand far every commodity another function of ali 

prices (bo th of the services and the consumer's goods). Everybody's demand 

far the numeraire commodity fallows simply from everybody's balance 

equation, in which offers are offers of services and only the demands refer 

tn rnmmnrl i t-iPc:: 

aggrega te offers of services and the aggrega te demands far products in the 

market, as a function of ali service and product prices. Then by the 

assumption of technologically fixed and constant coefficients of production 

wc obtain the remaining restrictions that wc need far the determination of 

prices. To determine prices we need the equations, equal in number to the 

number of services, wh ich express tha t the quan ti tics of the services 

employed in all industries mus t add up to the total offer of these services, 

and the equa tions, equal in number to the number of services used in each 

industry, each multiplied by the price of these services, musl equal the 

unit price of the industry's product- or that in ali industries average cost. =

In the Walrasian case, marginal cost musl equal price. 

Walras did not present an answer that will satisfy the standards of a 

mathematician, although he saw ali the hurdles that stand in the w3y of an 

affirmative answer. Also we have to consider that the existence of a set of 
t 

solutions or even of non-negative solutions does not necessarily mean U•P. 

existence of economically meaningful solutions. 

In this model the stahility and the presence il) the economic process of a 

tendency to cstablish an equilibrium set of priccs and quantitics has 

serious problems related to the dclays ;_,vloved in the rcarrangemcnls that 
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;-¡re n!-;cLl to .-,cn1t·\t: t:quiiil.1rium. 

2. Walras General ~.Equilibrium System 

a) Theory of Exchange. 

Following Walras !et A,B,C, ... designate m comrnodities; d •• designate the 

effcctive demand for A in· exchange for B: P •• the price of A in terms of B 

(v./v.); Q. quantity of commodity B. 

And assum ing tha t ea ch party to the exchange is a holder of only one 

commodity then every holder of a quantity Q. of commodity B. comes to the 

market prepared to exchange; a certain quantity º•• of B for certain 

quantity d •• of A; a certain quantity º•• of B for certain quantity de• of 

C; " certain quantity º•• of B for certain quantity d •• of D; etc. These 

follow respectively the equations of exchange, 

( 1 . 2. a.1) 

Thus. we are going to take away !rom the mark.t: i.. a quo.~ t!.t~' cl _:.. of A d .. ~ 

of c. dd• of D, etc and a quantity y of B eqüal to 

ie. y=Q.-d.,P •• -d •• P •• -· ·.t· 
\ 

{ 1 . 2. a. 2) 

the determination of d ••• d ••• d ••. etc is impossible unless the prices are 

known, then we can express 
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rl."'"f.t.(P.b.P .. h.P ........ ) 

d.,u~fc:toCP .. 1>.Pcb.Pdb1•··> ( 1 . 2. a. 3) 

In a similar manner, Walras obtained equations to express the severa! 

traders schedules of ali other holders of B for A, C, D, .... Then, adding 

these equations of individual demand. Walras obtain";'d the (m-1) equations of 

total d..!mand for A, C, D.... in e.<change for B. 

D •• =F •• (P ••• P ••• P •• , .•• ) 

~.. .... . .... ..... .... ' 
Uc 1>-r e b \r • b •re b, r d b, ... • / í i . 2. a. 4 i 

D •• =F •• (P ••. P ••• P •• , ... ) 

And the (m-1) equations of total demand for B, C, D .... in exchange for A. 

D •• =F •• (P ••. P ••• P •• , ... ) 

D •• =F •• (P ••• P •• ,P •••.•. ) 

D •• =F •• (P ••• P ••• P •• , ••• ) 

and so on. In ali he has m (m-1) equations. Also he has the. (m-1) 

cquaticns of c:-.:::hünoc cf A fer B. C. D. 

( 1 . 2. a.5) 

the (m-1) equations of exchange of B for A, C, D •... 

D •• =D •• P •• ( 1 . 2. a.5) 
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.1nJ Sü vn. 111 <lii iw has aga1n m(m-1) cc¡uations, llt.1l ari' 2m(m-J) 

e qua lions. And lhese, e qua ti o ns connecl precise 1 y 2m ( rn-1,l unknowns. far thesc 

onc rn(m-1) prices and m(m-1) total quanlilies cxchangcd when thc m 

commoditics are considercd two at a time. 

Walras remarks "We have in mind not to pose and salve the problem in 

question as if it were a real problem in a given concrete situation, but 

solely to form11l;¡te scientifica!ly the n;:iturc of thc problem which actuaily 

arises in the market where it is solved empirically," 

Hence, i f one w is hes to le ave arbi trage opera ti o ns ( ind irect exchange) 

aside we have to state, "We do not have a perfect or general equilibríum 

unless the príce of one of any two commodities in terms of the other is 

equal to the ratio of the prices of these two cnmmnrl P:!~s ~·· te:-~= of üo:,.· 

third commodity". Thus, the following equation would have to be satisfíed 

P •• =l/P •• Pc!J::.:Pc./Pt:i. 

P .. =J/P,. PI> e= P !J •/Pe• ( l . 2. a.6) 

P •• =l/P •• 

there are (m-1) (m-1) ec;uations of general equilibrium, which contained 

implicitly m (m-1 )/2 equations expressTng thc reciproca! relalionship between 

prices. The commoditY in terms of which the prices of ali the others are 

expressed is the numcrairc. 

When a single general market is substituted far severa! soecial markP~" we 

have to express equality between the demand and supply of each commodity in 
( 

terms of and in exchange for ali the commn.J\ties taken together, and 

designa te the priccs in terms of A simply by P •• P •• P, , ... the equations 

( l .2 ,;:i.5) be come: 
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D • b +. D •e +.Da b + • • ' :;; O b • P b +- IJ.: •Pe • () ,1 • P '1 t · • • 

D~, .... Dbc +Obdt · · · =D.b l/Pb+-Dc bl'c/Pb+DdbPd/Pb-t · · · ( 1 . 2. a. 7) 

D,.+D,.+D,.+· · ·=D.,1/P,+D •• P./P.+D •• P./P.+· · · 

lf we multiply the second equation of ( I .2.a.7) by P. we obtain 

where D •• P.=D •• P.; D •• P.=D •• P.; etc; cancelling we obtain 

( 1 .2. a.8) 

lf we multiply the third equation of ( 1 .2.a.7) by P. we can get D •• P.=D •• 

and so on. 

Finally if wc add up ali thcse last cquations we obtain 

it is the first equation of ( I .2.a.7) 

The meaning of this ls that the -nrst equation is linearly dependent on 

the remaining (m-1) equations sys tcm and we can omi l i l be cause i t do es not 

add new information. 

Thus we finally have (m-1) equations of exchange, m(m-1) equations of 

demand and (m-l)(m-1) general equilibrium equations, making a total of 
(. 

2m(m-1) equations the roots of which are th~ m(m-1) prices of the m 

commod i ti es in terms of one ano ther and the m (m-1) quan ti ti es of the m 

commodities which are cxchanged for onc another. 

Exchange o f severa! commod i tics for one ano lher. 
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lf c:u:h p:1rly 1s lh1~ holder nf sever~ll cornmodil1e:• .1nd if. in this cnsc, 

lhc pdcf:;; ~)f m 1 ~Jf Ul'? ri1 rnmrnodtUcs are c.,pn~sscd 
~. 

' in lcrms of lhe 

numera ire. max imum sa lis faclion w i 11 be ac\1 ieved by c<1ch lrader whcn thc 

ratios of lhc sc:ircity of the commodities not uscd as lhc numcrairc and tllC 

rareté of the commodity so uscd equal lhe prices crcatcd. 

Now \et party (l) be a holder of q., of /\, qb, of 13 •••• lct r=+.i(q), 

r=hi(q), ... be his equations of utility for commodities during a given 

period of time. Lct P •• Pe. n r d •••• be the res pe e ti ve pricoes of commodities 

B. C, D.... in terms of A. An<l let x,. Y1. z1, w, •... be the quantities of 

A. B, C .... respective\y which the party will add to his original holds at 

these prices. if addilions are positive it me,,ns demand. or if they are 

negative it means supply. The fo\lowing relation must hold. 

( 1 . 2. a.9) 

Walras expressed the attainment of maximum satisfaction by the following 

system. 

+.,(q.,+y,)=P.~.,(q.,+x,) ( l . 2. a. 10) 

+c1(Qc1+Z1)=Pc9a1(Qa1+y,) 

constituting in ali (m-1) equations. which together with the eguation 

( I .2.a.9) give us a system of m equations. And he assumed that m-1 of the 

m unknowns Xi, Yi. Z1, ... art! eliminütcd c~e aft~r another from these 
1. 

equations so that he is left with only one ei¡uation expressing the mth 

unknown as a function of the prices. But this is based upon the assumption 

that ali systems of simultaneous equations have a solution where the number 

of cquations equal the number of unknowns, and thal <loes nol always follow. 

The equations of demand or supp\y of B. C. D .... by party ( 1) are the 
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followinn. 

., 
y,=f.,(P •• Pc.P•···· l 

Z1=fc1(P.,Pc.Pd.•••) ( 1 • 2. a.11) 

w,=f., (P •• P,.P ••... ) 

while his demand or supp!y of A is given by the equation, 

( l . 2. a. 11) 

He did the same in thc case of parties (2), (3) .... ,ob taining in this 

way the trading schedule of the parties from thc utility functions and the 

original stocks. 

Walras stated that "(m-1) prices of (rn-1) of the commodities are 

determined mathematically in terms of the mth commodity which serves as the 

numérairc, when thc fo i low ing three cond i ti o ns are sa tisiied: firs t tha L 

each and every party to the exchange ob tains the maximum sa tisfaction of his 

wants, the ratios of his raretés then being equal to the prices; second that 

each and every party give up quantities that stand in a definite ratio to 

the quantites received and vice versa. there b"'1ng oniy one price in terms 

of the numeraire for each commoeity, namcly the pric':' at which total 

effective demand equals total cffective supp]y; and third that there be no 

occasion for arbitrase transactions, the equlibrium price of one of any two 

commodities in terms of the other being equal to the ratio of the prices of 

these two commodites in terms of any third comrnodity." And for the 11•arket 
¡ . 

to be in a state of equilibrium "it is necessary and sufficient that at 

these prices the effective demand for each commodity equal its effective 

supply. \Vhen this equality is absent. thc attainment of equilib.-ium priccs 

requires a risc in the prices of lhosc commo<lities lhe effcctive demand íor 

which is greater than thc cffectivc supp!y, and a fall in thc prices of 
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:·;, .. 1., •• ~;qppty o~ ~'-i·h1ch h:i gn:alcr than 1.•ffeclive 

demand". 
.... 

Adding lhe cquations of individual dcrnand W;:llras ob
0

tains the total demand. 

Therc is nothing to indicatc that these curves are continuous, more than 

that they are generally disconlinuous. But Walras said that when we add the 

cquations. we may suppose the total demand curve is continuous. In fact, 

whenevcr a very small increase in price to.kes place, al least one of the 

holders of B, out of a Iarge number of them, decreascs his demand and a very 

small decrease in the total demand of A will result. 

Oad, rcpresc:nl:; the quantity of A effectively demanded at the price zero. 

(Graph 1) This quantity depends upan a certain kind of utility of the 

commodttY which we shall call extensive utility, and it is found in the 

capacity of the particular kind of wealth under consideration to fill wants 

that are mon'! or less extensive of numerous, depending upan the number of 

people that feel them and the degree to which they feel them. This first 

attdbute of utility is simple and absolute, in thP s"nse tho.t thc cxtensivt: 

utility oí A <loes not influence anything but the demand curves of A. and the 

extensive utility of B does not influence anything but the demand curve of 

B. (This is true only if the induvidual dernand far A and far B are 

independent of each other.) 

There is '"'º ther a ttribu te wh ich de termines the s lo pe of the curve. The 

slope is a ratio which ""(Jepends upan what we sha!l call intensive utilitY. 

and affects the quantity of the commodity consumed in relation to the 

magnitude ol the sacrifice which must be made to procure it, and also 

depends on the original stock of B. 

Walras designated by the term effective utilify the sum 
\ 

total of wants 

satisfied by any given quantity consumed of a commodity including both the 

intensive and extensive utility. and designated by the term rarete 

(scarcity) the intensity of the last want satisficd by any given quantity 

of :i commodity consumed. 
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An •. tiylit.:.iii_ ... ~~-•1iras exprcssed .. ii we are g.1ven effe:t:tivc utilities as 

functions of lhc 11!-lª"tilics consumcd according to lhe ,cqu;:ilions u=t. 1 (q) and 

v=+ • .(q) then the raretes are designated by the del"ivalivcs ~ •• · (q) and 

•• 1. (q). 1 f ,on the o ther hand. we are gi ven the rare les as functions of 

the quantities consumed, according to the equations r=o.,(q), r=h 1 (q) then 

the effecti ve u tili ti es are designa ted by the definí te in tegrals 

! . ~- • (q)dq o 
and ¡·;.,(q)'Clq 

o 

then u=+(q)= 1 •Hq)dq 
• o 

(I.2.a.12) 

r=+· (q)=6. 

b) Theory of Production. 

Here Walras takes into account that commodities are products which result 

from the combination of productive factors. And he determines the price of 

productive services and formulates the law of the cost of production ar cost 

price. 

From now ón we shall set up the production equations following Hansen; we 

shall introduce different notation than Walras used. 

We assume that the number of corrimodities produced in the economy is n. 

with 7t, and q, being price and· quantity respectiv 0~1y of the ith commodity. 

The numbe;· of productive services, labor, land and so fo1·th, is m, w i U1 IT, 

and Q, being the price and quantity respective!y of the jth productive 

service. Following Walras, we assume 

inpu ts in the production process. 

(consumer) goods for final use. 

tha t produced goods are not used as 
l 

Ali the ~ goods produces are thus 

The demand far commodity equations are as follows. 

Q, =Q, < rr , , ... , n • : n •..... n • l i =l. ... , n ( 1 . 2. b. 1) 
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So we have one equalion like lhis for each commodily, 1.., oblain these 
•, 

equations "''e can, following Walras, derive them on the basis of consumers' 

utility rnaximization, assuming that ali income from productive services 

accrues to the consumer, or we can postulate directly as Cassel <lid. 

For the system to be in equilibrium, the price of each good must be equal 

to i ts cos ts. Let a1 J designa le lht: technical cocfficicnt. that is. thc 

quantity of produclive service necessary for producing one uni t of 

commodity j. 

Then the cost equations are as follows. 

i=l. .... n ( 1 . 2. b. 2) 

that is the price must be equal to total average costs. 

Cassel and Walras al so differ in the ir approaches to technical 

coefficients. Casse 1 cons idered the technica i coefficien ts constan ts. bu t 

Walras said that they depend on the choice of technique, which, assuming 

profit maximization. must depend upon the prices of productive services. He 

obtained thus mn equations expressing the posibilities of technical 

subs ti tu tion. 

a 1 ,=a 1 ,(II 1 , •••• TI.) i =l. ... , n ( 1 . 2. b. 3) 

Since it is assumed that produced commodities p.re not used as inputs and. 

' there are constant returns to scalc, the price for produced commodities do 

not enter into these functions. 

The supp Iy equa ti o ns for producti ve scrviccs ha ve this form 

Q,=Q,<n •..... TI.:n •..... TI.> .J=i ..... m ( -¡ . 2. b. 4) 
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Cassel postulatcd lhem and W:ii1-:1s tk.-ivud lhcm. 

:quilibrium is assumcd to requin· lhat ali productive scrvices be 

exhausted in production, which mcans lhat demand cquals supply. Then the m 

equilibrium condilions stated as follows 

j=l. .... m ( 1 .2. b.5) 

Ali the prices involved in ali at these equations ,are in terms of a 

numeraire. We also have the equation n .= 1 ( 1 .2.b.6i as the equ'l.lion of 

the price of the numeraire commodity in terms of itse\f. 

Walras formulated the law of the establishment of current on equ1l1bnum 

prices in production as follows: "Given severa! services by means of which 

various products can be manufactured and assuming that these services are 

exchanged for their products through the medium of a numéraire. for the 

market to be i11 h¡uilibrium, or for thc prices of ali the services and ali 

the products in terrns of the nurneraire to be stationary. it is necessan' and 

sufficient (1) tha t the effective demand for. ea ch service and each product 

be equal to its effective supply at these prices; and (2) that the selling 

prices of the produ<.:b u<: th~ r-n"t of the services employed in 

making them. lf this twofold equality docs not exist, in order to achieve 

~he first it is necessary to raise the - prices of those services or products 

the effective demand for which is greater lhan the effective supply, and to 

lower the price of those services or products the effective suµµiy of ·;;Jdch 

is greater than the effective demand. In arder to achieve the second. it is 

necessary to increase the output of those products the selling price of 

' which is greater than the cost of production and t'b decrease the output of 

those products of which the cost of production is greater than the sellins 

price," 

Here we can note an inlerestin;:; differencP. between the equilibrium 
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cond 1 t1on,; fnr producls and thosc far producli v•: se1·v1cl!. For lhe forrner 

Walr::is uscu ll1e .. ~ondition of demand pricc cqual sup!>ly price. wherc for lhe 

servicc m::irkcls the condition is that the dcmanu quant1ty be cqual to thc 

supply quantity. For .tha t reason the law of motion in bo th markc ts is 

di ffcrcn t. In the product market Marshall\;; exccss price hypothesis rules, 

and in the productive services market Wa!ras· excc::;s dcmand hypothesis 

rules. 

Finally the general equilibrium system consists ,of equations ( 1 .2.b.l) to 

1 .2.b.6i. There are n prices 11 1 and n quan ti ti es q, of products, m 

prices 11, and m quantitics Q, of productivc services and nm technical 

coefficient a,,. A 1 to ge ther there are 2n+2m+nm unknowns. Furthermore there 

are n equations ( 1 .2.b.l) n cquations ( 1 .2.b.2) nm equations ( 1 .2.b.3) m 

e qua tic.ns ( I .2 .b.4) m e qua ti o ns ( 1 .2 .b.5) and equation ( 1 .2.b.6) that 

means 2n+2m+nm+l equations. Walras showed that one of the equations is 

dependent on the sy,;tem and to prove the dependency, it can be shown that 

far the system as a whole total planned expcnditure for commodities must be 

equal to total incorne from planned sales of productive services. 

Lq 1 7r •"" 2.1,1,11, ( I .2.b.7) 
1 • l J • 1 

This cquation is arrived at [,y adding up ali individual budget restrictions, 

assuming that the individual does not chanste his cash holning:::. 

From this equation we can derive any of the demand or supply functions as 

follows. For example 

• a - 1 q.= ¿Q,IT ,-¿q,7l", 
J - 1 1 - l 

e 
\, 

Thus wc can disrcgard onc equation and yet salve thc system wilh tl1e 2n+2rn 

+nm indepen~ent cquations. 
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3. The Symplifict.l Systcm . .... 
The original Walrasian system of general equlibrium has helped modern 

ecor.omic lheory to expand in several directions. [lu t a lso ano ther 

simplified version in which production process is not explicitly analyzed 

has proved very useful. ·This system was first suggested by J. R. Hicks. We 

shallsta te Hansenºs mo<lel. 

The symplified demand and supply system. 

We assume tha t there are n goods in the economy (produced goocis or 

nonproduced factor services). Prices are assumed to be expressed in terms 

of a numeraire (good number n). W<.. let q, denote the quantites of the 

goods, and 7t: , the prices, being 7t: .=l. We distinguish explicitly between 

quantity in demand q, • and quantity in supply q, •. 

Walrasian system consists of 

n demand equutions q,•=q,•(II ,, II ,, .... II ._,) 

n supply equations q, • =q, • < rr , . n , ..... n • - , > 

and n equilibrium conditions q l d=q 1.' ... 

Then the simplified 

i=I. .... n 

i=l ..... n 

. 3. l) 

. 3. 2) 

. 3. 3) 

lf wP <lPfinP ~hP. excess demand o, •=o, •-o,• the excess demand system 

cquilibrium conditions are statcd a.s. follows: 

q,•(n ,, ... ,Il n-1)=0 i=I. .... n ( 1 . 3. 4) 

lt follows also that one equation depends upan the rest, and the system 

can be solved for the prices expressed in terms{of lhe numeraire. 

The increasing in generali ty must be paid for by increasing abstraction 

and deceasing concreteness. This last system statcs that in cquilibrium ali 

excess dcmands are zer0. lf this were the only feature of the system it 

would be rathcr uninteresting. Howcver w i th lhe add i tion of further 
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specificulion, imporlanl qucslions c:1n be askcd and answered. 

Samuelson has sl~ow11 thal specific,Jtions of the dynamic forces lwhind the 

stule of equilibrium will cnuble us lo say something about the effects on 

the equilibrium of a cha.nge in dernand or supply. 

lt is important to remark also thal even the characteristics of the model 

changed in the following years sorne essential features still remain 

unchanged. But also it is true that the co;-e of general equilibrium took a 

long time to form and it was not until the early 1950s that it was really 

developed. 
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W:i!1·;is-Casscl modcl, In lhis chaplcr we are ~~oing ~o dcvclop from lhe 

1'1:1lras-Casscl model to skclch Wald, Hicks. Van Neumann, Morgenstern. and 

Koopmans' advancemcnl of Walras' work and point out sorne of lhe improvcmenls 

and lhe new problems that each step involvcs. Thc Arrow-Debreu model of 

general equilibrium will lhen be reviewed because in this model Walras' work 

acquires a complete and sophisticated elaboration involving the use of 

topological resul ts. Also in the Arrow-Debreu mopel one of the most 

important problems in the general equilibrium theory, the problem of 

t:Xislencc of gcncr.:!! equi!ibrium, has a different formulation. Finally 

sorne of the problems that lhe proof of existence presetnts in Arrow-Debreu's 

l. Competitive Equilibrium (1930-1954). 

The general equilibrium story begins with Walras, but the state of 

knowledge of general equilibrium analysis in 1930 can be defíned by Gustav 

Casse l's ( 1932) The Theory of Social Economy. In this book Cassel set out 

the divisions between the consumers and producers, and integrated the market 

outcomes in product and factor markets. He argued against marginal utility 

and value, placed prices at the center of his allocation theory, and 

introduced his market principies tó create a formal system. Cassel 

presented a Walrasian system without uti!ity and organized its components in 

a way that would later suggest an approach to the existence question. · 

Cassei speciíicaii.r 1·e:stdctcd hiz ::!r~ument to commodities (products or 

factors) tha t are scarce, and therefore he necessarily though t of factors as 
! 

having posi ti ve prices. In addition, be cause fhe technical ccefficients 

A 1, >O, al 1 product prices are nonnega ti ve. Cassel extended the discussion 

of the s;1slem to a socict]" which is progressing at a uniform rate. 

Walrns' solution lo lhe problem of existence of equilibrium W<lS 
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un~ali:.;f:ictory. For lhts rc:1so11. il wcts <i •.:l)(l~lanl conccrn ot gener;ti 

cquilibrium aulhors. llowcvcr. in lhc Karl ~lenge1·'s scrninar in Vienna. on~ 
'• 

of lhc rnost important contt"ibution, in this direction was made, which 

rcformulatcd the Walras-Casscl systcm allowing incqualities. 

Le t A., be thc amoun t of i th producti ve resourcc nccessary to produce one 

unit of the jth commodity (product or servicc). Let X, j=l " .. ,n be the 

output of the jth commodity in lhc economy. Lct v, i-1 ....• m. be the amount 

of the ith factor available in thc cconomy. Lct p be an n-vector which 

gives the prices of the commodities that prevail in the economy, and !et w 

be an m-vector which gives the prices of the factors. Sch les i nger's 

reformulation of the Walras-Cassel system can be described as follows: 

~a1JXJiiv. i=i ..... m 
J - • 

:ia.,x,<V, """ w,=o 
J - l 

< n . l. 1 l 

< n . l. 2 > 

lf there is an excess supply uf lhe ith factor, its .Price will be zero. 

-Ew1a•J=PJ 1 _, 
i=l.2 •.... n 

p=f(x) ie. p,=f,(x,, ... ,x.) 

( 11 • l. 3) 

j=l, ...• n (11 .1.4) 

The inverse demand function expresses the price of each commodity as =a 
function of the quanti ty demanded. 

constant 

x, ;¡:;o j=l ... t·" 
\ 

i=i, ... ,m 

(11.1.5) 

Wald proved the existence of a unique solution · (p,x.v) in the above system 

under the follnwing assumptions: 

i) Vi,j 
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ii) V,.'\) ;_1 l J c1,ns l;111 l. './ 1,J 

¡¡¡) V j ::J at le,,sl 011e i such that a.,>o 

iv) The demand funclion ÍJ is single-valued, continuous, and defincd V' x> O 

v) lf tx•) is a scquence of commodity vectors such lhat x•-x with i(J;Q ,.. 

r, (x•)-oo. lt means lhat the demand for cach commodity will nevcr b., zero 

for any finite price, that is. every commodity is indispensable to the 

consumer. This assumption i~ unrealistic. 

vi) Given x,x'>O and letting p=f(x) and p';f(x') wc have either px<px' or 

p' :-.' < p' x. This assumption is needed in the proof of the uniqueness of the 

equilíbrium solution. 

Far the proof see Wald. "über die Eindeulige Positive Li:isbarkeit der 

neuen Produktionsgl eichungen" The great achievement of Wald was the 

proof... of the unique solution ... provided tha t the func tions ... connec ting 

the prices of the products with the quantities produced satisfy certain 

conditions implied by the pl'inciple of marginal utility". (Menger 1973) 

In 19JG Wald wrote "On sorne systems of equations of mathematical 

econom ics". In this paper he reviewed the theorems of the two published 

papers and discussed the ideas behind various assumptions. such as the 

assumption of revealed-preference. De::iling with the equations of exchange, 

Waid a::;~umc::J ver .. / :;t:--cr:::; d~m~flrl rP~trictions. also assumed that indifference 

curves are given by differential cquations. Tha:!; is why the first arder 

conditions and budget equations appear. The assumptions that no individual 

holds negative stocks, that there are positive stocks of each good, that 

each individual has a positive endowment. and dtminishing mansinal utiHt:; 

prevails, are used to ensure a competítive exch'tnge equilibrium as long as 

the marginal utility of a good is indepcndent o'r the amount held of other 

goods. In other words substitutes and complements are excluded. 

Kuhn and Oorfman-Samuelson-Solow (using duality theorem of linear 

programming and Kaku tan i's fixcd po in t theorcm) ga ve a proa f of Wa ld's 

theorem. 
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Let have lhc followinf: lwo types of problcms 

Maximize p·x 
xeR• 

Subject to A·x~r and x'1;0 

(Max) 

where P is a given vector in Rº, r is a given vector in R•, and A is an mxn 

ma trix. 

Minimize w·r 
weR• 

Subject to A' ·X'1; p and w'1; O 

where A' is the transpose of A. 

(Min) 

Ea~h one of these problems is called the "dual problcm" of the other. 

Duali ty theorem 

il there exists an optima! solution x far the Max problem if ;rn<l only if 

there e:dsts an optima! so!ution w far the Min one. 

ii) the inequalities x<;;Q and w<;;Q satisfy A·x~r A'w'1;p and w·(r-A·x) 

=x· (,\' ·w-p)=O if and only if ;:¡ is optima! far (Max) and í:) is optima! far 

(Min) 

Kakutani fixed point theorem: Let S be a non empty, compact convex subset 

of R •. Le t F be an upper semicontinuous function from S in to i tseH such 

tha t. far all pe S, the set F ( p) is non empty and convex. Then there exists 

a p in S such that pe F(p). 

This lheorem is a gcneralization of the following theorem, which is called 

Brower's fixcd point theorem. 

Brower fixed point theor·em: Let S be a nonempty, compact. convcx subsct of 

Rº, and !et F be a sing!c-valucd continuous ~unction from S into itself. 

Then lhere cxists a p in S such that p=F(p). (Graph 2) 
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Graph 2 l J lustration of Brouwer's Fixed Point theorem. 

S= [O.!;. A continuous function from Sto S 

must c1·oss the diagonal 1 inc; tiius f(p) = p 
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Let X=hlx:s;o.,..,A·x;i;v} be lhc feasible sel where ~=[a.,]. Afler pr,,ving 

that X is non empty, compact and convex, he considered the following 

problem: 

Subj ce t to A· x S V and x ~O 

Define pEf{x) Vx>O such that xeX. 

Let x be fixed, obtain p and then solved the linear programming problem. 
¡:: (•) 

then we have a mapping x~x·; F{x): X-X. Extend this mapping to the 

whole X and denote ef> (x). Show that f(x) continuous"* ef> (x) upper 

semicontinuous and ef> (x) is nonempty and convex V x e X. 

Bv Kaku ta ni 's theorem 3 x e X su ch tha t x e ef> (x) 

By assumption {v)(Wald) x> o. 
Then we havc x> o ;:ind p= f (x) su ch tha t X so 1 Vf>S the Max 1 inear programming 

problem. 

By duality theorem, 3w for the dual problem 

Subject to A' ·w=p, w;;;.o 

then {p,x,w) constitu tes a sol u tion for Schlesinger's vers ion of the Walras-

Cassel model. 

Note that if we allow A' ·w;;:; p and not only ii' ·w=p then we admit zero 
\ 

production for sorne goods and we do not need the problematic (v) assumption. 

Instead we need an assumption to guarantee that the output of at least one 

commodity will be positive. 

To prove uniquencss, supposc (p.~ . .:V) and (p',x',w') are two different 

equ ilibria. 
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bo th ore lo i.he ···- ·-··· • 1 ••• -~. ha ve 

{,~;;: px V x E X where r=f(x) in parlicul.:ir P~~Px• 

Similarly, p•x•;;:p•x where p"=f(x") which far assumption vi) implies that 

This contradicts p~;;: px'. 

But still thcrc are sorne unsatisfnctory points. Wha t w ill guaran tee the 

ex is ten ce of the inverse demand function and i ts co.n tinui ty? No behavioral 

rule far the consumers ar far the producers is stated. The production set 

is far the economy as a whole and not far each proáucer, only 011e Ly¡:.e of 

production set is considered, etc. As one can see fi·om now on the problem 

is no longer one of finding solutions far simultaneous equat1ons ar 

inequa 1 i ti es. 

In Sep tember 1932, the s ta te of Colora do. Cowles' home base, chartered the 

Cowles Commission for Research in Economics. a group whose purpose was "to 

educatc ;:rnd benefit its m"mbers and mankind, and to advance lhe scientific 

study and development of economic theory in its relation to mathematics and 

statist.ics". The Econome trie Sacie ty sponsored the Cowles Comm ission. and 

the first issue of Econometrica appeai·ed in January 1933. Yet the times 

The central prob lcms of economic 

science were focused on lhe deprcssión ond moss u11employment. Many young 

economists shaped the policy experimenls of the New Deal. Theoretical work 

fo llowed su ch e ven ts. In addition the lhcoretical explosion associated with 

Keynes' General Theory of Employment. lnterest, and Money in i93ó consumcd 

the interest of economists with a tastc far the~ry. 

However, the Cowles Commission maintained th\ir focus on mathematical 

economics. "The ( 1947) reorientation which Marschak and his new staff 

wrought in th•! Cowles Commission's rcsearch program is skP.tched in the 

following passagc from the Annual Report far 1943: The mcthod of the 

studies ... is condilioncJ by thc followin¡: fnur characte1·istics of ecor:r¡mic 
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1 1 . .. ~ -··· 
~ ........ .) . :i) thc " .,, 

equations, not " _sin~;le equation; b) sorne or ali of ~hese equations include 

'random' lerms; ... e) many data are given in the form of time series ... d) 

many published da ta re fer to aggrega tes ... To develop and improve su i table 

methods seems, at the present state of our knowledge, at least as important 

as to obtain immediate results. Accordingly, lhe Commission has planned the 

publication of studies on the general lheory of eccnomic measurements .. .It 

is planned to continue these methodological studies systematically" (Christ 

1952). 

With such a program lhere wa.s clear· n:::cognition of thc ccntrality of 

general equilibrium analysis in the deve!opment of economic theories that 

p1·ovided a basis for empirical work. A primary reíerence in this ciirection 

was John R. llicks' Value and Capital (1939). 

Hicks stated "Wicksell cannot be blamed for a neglect of capital and 

interest, which problems were indeed his main preoccupation. Bu t. wri ting 

befare Pareto, he had not the advantage of being able to use Pareto's 

improvements in value theory; and ( largely in consequence, I believe) his 

capital theory is limited to considering the artificial abstraction of a 

stationary state. Subject to this limitation, he did wonders; his theory of 

money and interest ....• has been the four.dation of modern monetary theory. 

Our prcscnt task may therefore-··be expressed in historical terms as 

follows. We have to reconsider the value theory of Pare to (and Walras), and 

then to apply this improved value theory to those dynamic problems of 

capital which Wicksell could not rea ch w ilh Lht. lools hlz comm:ind" 

(Hicks, 1939). 
t 

Hicks developed lhe classical general equilibrfum theory from the theory 

of thc household and the theory of the firm in modern neoclassical languase. 

He then p1·ovided an equilibrium and stabilily analysis. The most modern 

resulls in value theory werc integrated in lhe analysis. and thc properties 

of Lhe enriched system were explored. Hicks distinguished two concepts of 
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stabllity, impcrfccl stability anJ p,,,-f.,ct st..1bility. Tlie llicksi:1n rncl.hod 

of stability analysis is csscnti::illy lhal of cornparalive slalics. Thc 

macrocconomic orientation of llicks' argument linked the concerns of the 

Keynesian macroeconornics with a framework of general equilibriurn lhcory, in 

wh ich the m icroeconom ics was articula ted. 

Samuelson contr;:isted liis approach with that of Hicks and further explored 

the prob lcm by analyzing the IS-LM Keynes ian mode 1 as a sys tem of 

simultaneous equations that deserved an explicit analysis of equilibrium. 

Samuelson assumed the existence of equilibri11m. He \'trites tl1e fundamental 

assumption of stability analysis as a system of differential equations, thus 

reducing the prob!em of stahility "'~"!;'::::!::; t;:; """ t:Xarnination of the dynamic 

system genera ted by the di fferen ti al e qua tío ns. The dynamic approach by 

Samuelson handles the general equilibrium nature of the stability analysis, 

that is, the repercussion among various markets, and makes clear the dynamic 

character of the adjustment process toward an equilibrium. Samuelson then 

takes a linear approximation of thc system of differential equations and he 

considers the relation between the Hicksian stability and the 'true dynamic 

stability' in his linear approximation system. He concl u des tha t: 1) for 

the two commodity case. the two conditions are equivalent, 2) for the three 

commodity case, the Hicks condition for perfect stability is suffícient for 

the dynamic stability, and 3) for the n-commodity case (n> 3), the Hicks 

con di tion for perfcct s tabili ly is nei ther necessary nor sufficien t for true 

dynamic stability. For the proof anrl ~ more de t~Hcd explana t:iqn see 

Samuelson (Foundation of Economics analysis 1947). 

In 1928 von Neumann wrote "The theory of games". This paper contains an 

articulation of games with many finite strategies'. as well as the first proof 

of the min max theorem. 

Min max theorem 

Foral l gamcs r \' 1 ' =Y," ie. max min K(:;; . 11 )=min max K( ~. '7) or 
• 

equivalently a saddle point of K( s ,r,>) cxist. 
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Th;s o111·1111· iti 1 ~·· ·.·:· 1:¿ f:1i :!. !l f 1 ! J\ ,~ 1 i '\fl<..t K ( {;' '7 nf l.h .. f,>rm 

'l 
., 

K(~ TJ )= ¿ :Ell(r .. <: ,) .;; •1 TJ • 2 
'\ .. 1 '"~. 1 

the coefficients 11 ( <: ,,.,;- ,) are absolutely un res tricted. The proof use a 

fixed point an;ument to establish the exislence of a saddle point for a 

funct ion h<s.TJl=1'' ·-· 
N <-1 
Lap"'~pTJq 
" - 1 

where lhe a •• are constants and s . 

and T/. are vertices of simplexes of appropriate dimension. A simplex in R• 

is the se~ of points {xlx,E [O.l] and :E
0

x,=l}. The nlinmax theorem has, as a 
1 - 1 

context, certain dual systems of inequalities with explicit non-negativity 

constraints on the s. and TJ 

Y/rointr:::iub said about "On an Economic Equation System and a Generalization 

of the Brower Fixed Po in t Theorem" (van Neumann 1936), "In my view, the 

single most important articlc in mathematical economics". The paper 

contains the firsl explicit statement of what has been subsequently called 

the activity analysis model of production. exhibits a model of competitive 

equilibrium, contains the first r·igorous, formal. and fuliy e.xvlicil modcl 

in non aggregative capital theory, and also contains the first use in 

economics of certain now common tools: explicit duality argurnents, explicit 

fixed point techniques for an existence proof. and convexity arguments. 

Von Neumann solved the problem J.nitially posed by L:::issei aná íur·Li1c1 

defined by Wald, of establishing an equilibrium in a uniformly expanding 

economy, Wald had emphasized factor use and supply and the problem of 

;illocatinit scarce resources. Van Neumann established that, far an economy 

in such an equilibrium, the rate of interest equals the rate of growth. 

Such a result, however, paid explicit attenti~n to the price-quantity 

duali ty, the complemen tary s l:::ickness cond i ti o ns induced by the non-

negativity constraints, and lhe convexity of the production and price sets 

induced by rcturns to scale and homogeneity. 

Van Neumann's model 

Van Ncumann assurncs n goods o 1 , •••• o • and m pror.esses P 1 ..... p. so, if 
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th1~ proccsses ~re line::ir 

p 1 : ":f..
0 

a ' J a J -· 
J - 1 

where a., is the amount of good 8, usc'1 up in process p, operating at unit 

intensity, whilc b 1, is tl..-e amount of good 8, produccd by the same process. 

1 f x, is the intensi ty of the i th process, y, is the price of good j, the 

economy expands at a rate a, and /J is the interest factor, then the 

e qua ti o ns of the economy are 

X1 '1; Ü 

Y;~ 0 

X1 and y, are dual non-negative variables. 

LX¡> Ü 
1 - 1 ( Il . l. 6) 

¿,"y J >o 
J - 1 

The abo ve e qua ti o ns represen t viabi li ty assump tion. And the following are 

the complementary slackness conditions far the dual inequality systems 

a L.:1~ .!'·: s: ~ b: .:="=• 
l • 1 ' - 1 :.. { Il • l. 7) . . 

if a 2:. a.,x, < L: b.,x,c:>y,=O 
1 - 1 1 - 1 

/J ¿"a , , y , ;o; ¿ª b 1 , y, 
J • 1 J,.. 1 { Il . l. 8) 

This model assumes that there are constant returns to scale, that the 

na tura! factors of production. including labor, can bf.' expressed in 

unlimited quantities, that consumption of goods takes place only through the 

processes of production which include the necessities of life consumed by 
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workcrs and cm1-:.~~1:c:.:;, lh.:it is. all income in excess of 1H.·c1~ssíties ot life 

will be rcinv-!sl\'d, :111d lhat a.,+b.,>O to prevent s';1beconomies. 

To provc lhat lhcr·e exists x's ;ind y's satisfaying the nrodcl conditions. 

von Neumann cons idcrs x', y' where 

¿,"X' t > 0 
1 _, 

then defines 

L, 
<P{x',y') 1 - 1 

L, 
1 - 1 

. 
L, a1 JX' ,y• J 
J - 1 

{ll .1.9) 

< n . 1. 10 > 

where )(° 1. y' J are variables. Then he shows tha t a so lu tion to the original 

systcm cxists. if and only if. for x=(x1 ..... x.) anJ y=(;· l ..... y.) 

min<P {x,y' )=<P (x,y) and max.P (x' ,y)=<P (x,y) 
T' X' 

(Il .1.11) 

making the existence of an equilibrium equivalent to the existence oí a 

saddle point oí- <P (x',y'). And at this saddle point or equilibrium point 

a = f3 = ef; ( X,Y). 

Morgenstern had had a continuing intere~t in the interaction oí even"ts and 

preJictions. especially the interaction oí agents when their predictions and 

the foresight link their bchaviors in the marke~place. Von Neumann had a 
\ 

similar interest in str;:itcgic behavior, so they decided to "write a paper 

showing cconomists the essence and significance of game theory as it then 

cxisted". This coll;:ibora tion resul ted in the Theor·y of Games and Economic 

Bchavior ( von Neumann and ~lorgens tcrn 1947). Th is book h;:is ;:¡ defini tion and 

axiom:iliz;:ition of the mathcmatical concept of a gamc, and the fundamental 
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cxistence thcorcm for two pcrsons zero-surn g:imes th:il sl;1lc:; thal nny l\';o-

person zero-sum .~ame has an equilibrium solulion in ,mixed strale¡~ies. This 

theorern is related lo the minmax problem which appears in a more general 

setting in certain economic models. "lt seems worth remarking tha t two 

w idely di fferen t prob lems re la ted to rna thema ti cal econorn ics -al though 

discussed by entirely different methods- lead to the same mathematical 

problem and at that to one of a rather uncommon type 'the minmax type'. 

There may be so me deeper formal connections pere" (von Neumann and 

Morgenstern 1947). 

Von Neumann's minmax theorem could be proved easily using Kakutani's point 

point theorem. However, Jean Ville gave a simpler way to prove it based on 

convexity arguments, and the supporting hyperplane theorem. 

The supporting hyperplane theorem is now recognized as a corollary to the 

Hahn-Banach theorern of funclional analysis. The version used by economists 

states that, given a convex set and a point outside that set, there is a 

planc through thc point that docs not intcrscct thc interior of the cor.vex 

set. 

Section 16 of the Theory of Games and Economic Behavior contains the tools 

used in the proof of the fundamental rninmax theorern of Section 17. Section 

i:ill t:11LirtlY ''t: YV 
- .... _ - _, 
cq.l}.JI V0'-11 

- L-•• -.1..••-~ 
..;> .. , u.._ .. u, .._ 

optimiza tion theory, an approach that led to a global characteriza tion of 

objective functions and constraint sets through convexity arguments. 

Section 17 has the proof of the minmax theorem, originally due to Ville but 

much improved by von Neumann and Morgenstern. Their thinking about the 

possibility of a numerical representation of utility 
1 

axiomatization of choices in risk situations: thi~ allowed the 

led to an 

inference of 

the existence of a real continuous function as an order-preserving 

rep1·esentation of utility. Now called the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility 

indicator. il is unique up to linear transformations and can be interpreted 

as 'expected utility'. 
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This line nf an;ilysis rn:iy i,., cCJrricd :il11,;id lo lhe carly 1950s. In t ·l:;,2 

thcrc appca1·cd in-S:conomelrica "An Axiomal1c ,\pproach, to Mcasurable Utility" 

(llerslein and Milnor 1953) on the van Neurnann-Morgcnstcrn axiom syslcm. 

Thcn Nash's work provides a di re et bridge be twcen lhc papers on thc thcory 

of games and those on the existence of equilibrium. "Equilibrium points in 

N-person games" (Nash 1950) generalized the von Neumann-Morgenstern 

equilibrium for two-pcrson zero-sum games to n-person games. Nash defined 

an equilibrium of an n-person game as an n-tuple of ,strategics (one for each 

playcr) suc:h that the stratcgy of any player is optima! (yields the highest 

payoff) against the equilibrium (n-1 )-tuple defincd by the remaining 

person zero-sum games possess such an equilibrium. now called Nash 

equilibrium. 

lt was these works, and the de ve lopmen t of acti vi ty analysis and 

programming that led to the articulation of the genaral equilibrium model 

and to the analysis of equilibrium by Arrow, Dcbreu and McKcnzie. 

Koopmans identified four lines of research that had jointly created the 

subject matter of linear programming ar activity analysis: d iscussions on 

generalizations of the Walrasian equation systems of mathematical economics; 

thc 'new' welfarc cconomics, with the undcrlying idea that lhe comparison of 

the benefits from the alternative use·s of each good, where not secure<!_ by 

competitive market situations. can be buill in to the administrative 

processes that decide the allocation of that good: the work on interin<lustry 

re la tionsh ips, ini tia ted, de ve loped. and s ti mula ted largely by Leontief; and 

the work by Dantzig and Wood on the organization
1 

of defensc, the condud of 

the war, and other specifically war-related a11Jcation problems. In 1951 

Koopmans axiomatized production through activity analysis. in a fashion 

analogous to thc con temporaneous axioma tiza tion of u tili ty and consumer 

choice. 1he idea of his paper ("Analysis of production as an efficient 

combination of activities") was to go behind the givcn lechnique that 
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t.•cnn.H11ist.s ust~d 1n ttH'tr pro<luclion function :11t.1!>:~1:;. ,\fl<!r he dcvelopcd 

il w.1s ._,,,,,.,. lh;:il produclion analys1:< '""' be -. formally dcveloped 

from lhe properlics of eones in Rª ,,.- alternaliv.,Jy, by spccial kinds of 

convcx sets. 

In 1949 the Cowles Commision hosted a confcrcnce on linear programming. 

In this conference economists developed a framework for thc proiiramming 

approach. onc that cmphasized convexity and the allied properties of genere! 

topology and algebra. Thus Weintraub said, "by mid 1949 and certainly by 

1950. ma thema ti cal econom is ts ha<l (l} sorne know leJge uf a ttempts, and 

successes. in establishing the existence of equilibrium in sensibly 

interrela ted cons trained-choice sys tems; and (3) fixed point theorem 

techniques for demonstrating the compatibility of strategies or independent 

choices. The problem of showing the existence of a competitive equilibrium 

was accesible; thc work remained to be done" (\Veintraub 1985). 

2. Arrow-Debreu Model 

Simul taneous !y in Augus t 1950, Gerard Debreu and Kenne th J. Arrow 

pres en ted mode Is of a campe ti ti ve cconomy. They preved that competitive 

equilib.-ia for these rnodels are Pareto efficient and that Pareto-efficient 

allocations can be realized by a ptoice system such that the allocation is 

also a competitive equilibrium. 

In "Thf'." c:-o~ff!ci~nt of rezct.:.:-::c utUization" (DeLrt:u i95i j üebreu gave a 

non-calculus proof of the intrinsic existence of price systems associated 

with the optima! complexes of physical resources, the new basic theorem of 
( 

new welfare economics. This proof is based cin convexity as he himself 

s ta ted. Debreu defined individual consurnption vectors, and an ordering on 

consumption vectors. Production is treatcd by to_tal input v,~ctors. Then he 

exp]oited the set theoretic slruclure of both Lhe consumption and production 

spaces to obtain the definiton of compctitive cquilibrium and a 
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charactcrizalion tl( U1al enuilih~i11m :.s p;,r~tn ~ff!t:?"!nt. 

In 1951 Arrow p1·.,scnlcd "An Exlcnsion of Lhc Basic Theorems of Classical 

Wcl fnrc Econom ics." Thc paper's summary s tn tes Lha t "The classica 1 Lheorem 

of welfare economics on the relntion bctween the price system and the 

achievement of optima! economic wclfare is rcviewed from the vicwpoint of 

convex set theory. 1 t is found tha t the thcorem can be ex tended to cover 

the cases where the social optima are of the nature of corner maxima. and 

also where there are points of saturation in the ,Preference fields of the 

members of societ~·." 

Arrow beean by reviewine thc m3r:;inal .::inalysis ti-catment of equilil.>r·ium 

and Pareto efficiency, pointing out the difficultics in ensuring, in a 

ca:cu iu6 i.rect L111e1t L. 11u11-11ega i.i ve prices anci the necessary production of 

every product by every firm. Us ing the separa ting hyperplane theorem far 

conve:~ sets, Arrow demonstrated that equilibrium outcomes are optima! and 

that optima! distributions generate price vectors (which are defined by 

hypcrplanes known to support the appropria te convex sets) tl1a t e qua te suppJy 

and demand, and are thus competitive equilibria. Debreu in his 1952 paper 

"A Social Equilibrium Existence Theorem" gave the existence theorem with 

general conditions under which a social system has an equilibrium, that is. 

a si tua tion where the action of every a gen t belongs to h is restrictin& 

subse l and no agen t has an incentive·· to cho ose ano ther action. This t!teorem 

has bcen used by Arrow and Debreu to prove the existence of equilibrium for 

a classical competitive economic system in their paper "Existence. of an 

Equilibriuw fo1 a Corn¡:;ctith .. ·c Economy." These works ase the support of the 

modern version of the model of a competitive economy, now called the Arrow
t 

Debreu model. \ 

We shall introduce sorne general concepts and meanings that Debreu stated 

in his "Theory of Value". 

A eommodity is defined by a speci Cica tion of all its physical 

charncteristics, of its availability date, and of its availability location. 
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res u l ls. Debrcu ll]akcs a convenlion lh;il for so111e af lhe ecnnomic agenls 

inpuls will be represcnted by non-neg:itive numbers ;:rnd oulpuls by non-

positive numbers. and for others vice \'ersa. Debreu assumcs pcrfect 

divisibilily of thc commodities saying lhat it is irnposed by the prcsent 

stage of development of economics, and lhat it is quite acceptable for an 

economic agent producing or consumins a large number of lhe commodity. This 

assumption is stated when he says that the quantity, of any commodity can be 

any real number. 

1t is assumed that there is only a finite number n of distinguishable 

commodi ti es. The space R• will be called the commodity space. For any 

prnnomic a~ent an action is a specification for each commodity of the 

quantity that he will make available or that will be made available to him, 

and is represented by a point of Rª. 

Wi th ea ch commod i ty is associa ted a real number. i ts price. Th is price is 

specified at the beginning, but shall be paid on the delivery date at the 

delivery place. Debreu is assum ing implici tly tha l rnar·ke Ls ex is t far ali 

commodities. The price may be positive, null or negative if the respective 

commodity is scarce, free or noxious. The price system is a point in Rª, 

a 

and the value of an action a is :Z: p,a,. , _ l 

Debreu considcred two classes of economic agents, producers and consumers, 

who play different roles in the economy. However, an individual can play 

bath roles, that of a producer and that of a consumer at the same time. 

A producer is an economic agent whose role it:; lv cl1oose ü. product!cn plan. 

It is assumed that there are m producers and {ach one has his produr.tion 

plan where output are represented by positive numbers. and inputs by 

nega li ves. This plan is represenlcd by :i point y• of Rª. the commodity 

space. The set Y, of ::di the productions possible for lhe kth producer is 

called his production sel. y=:Z: y' is c:illed the tot:il production or the 
k - l 
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lol:il supply :ind lhe sel Y~ 2: Y, is the lol;ll pr-Olduction set. 
• - t 

Given a price s'islem p and a production :r" lhe profit of the kth producer 

is p ·y•. Thc total profi t is p ·y. G i ven the price sys tem p the k th 

producer chooscs his production y• in his production set Y, so as to 

maximize his profit. Debreu stalcd that thc rcsulting action is called an 

equilibrium production of the kth producer relative to p. 

A consumer is an economic agent whose role is to choose a consumption 

plan. 1 t is assumed tha t there are ~ consumers far whom the in pu ts are 

represented by positive numbers and his outputs by negative numbers. The 

consumption plan of the ilh consumer is represented by a point of the 

commodi ty space. The set X, of ali consump ti o ns pass ib le far the i th 

• consumer is cal led his consumption set. x=L x' is cal led the total 
1 - t 

consumption on the total demand and the set X<EX, is called the total 
1 - l 

consump tion se t. 

Consumers' preferences. 

We call a preference relation on a consumption set X a binary relation ? 

on Xc R" satisfying the following condition. 

i) Reflexive 

i i ) Trans i ti ve x~y y2'z-=;.. x?.!'z Vx.y,zeX < n • 2.1 > 

iii) Far any x, yEX either x~y ar y?x. 

Notation: The pair (X.? ) is a preference field. 

Given a preference field (X,?), a strong pre(erence relation is denoted 

by x>Y. that is, is preferred to Y if x?y but not y?x. This relation 

sa tisfies 

i) x> x far no x E X en . 2. 2 > 

ii) If x?y y?z Vx, y, ze X and cithcr x>Y ar y>z holds then x>z. 

In particular x> y, y> z~ x> z. 
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An indiffcrencc rclalion denoted by x-y, that is x is 111diffcrcnt to y if 

both x2 Y and y? x hold, this rclation satisfies. 

i) x- x V xE X 

ii) Fo1· any x, y E X x~y.,.r-x ( Il . 2.3) 

This relation induces a classification of the eleme¡üs of X to indifference 

classes. 

A point in V 

" is called a sa tia tion consum p tion if no possible 

consump tion is prefered to i t by the consumer. lt is assumed that no 

sa tia t1on consumption ex is ts for any consumer. 

lf (X,?) is a preference field that 2 is continuous and X is a connected 

space, Debreu demons tra ted tha t a con ti nuous u ti li ty function ex is ts su ch 

that 

Vx,yEX u(x);su(y)<=>x?y ( Il . 2. 4) 

Now we shall state the Arrow-Debreu model. The model involves 2 consumers, 

denoted by i=i, ...• 2. m producers denoted by k=l.-.• m. and n commodities 

denoted by j=) ··-·"· 

Consumers- Each consumer i has a preference field (x, ,? , ) where x, is his 

consumption set in R". He possesses an initial holding of sorne amount of 

goods cieno ted by a vector a'= (a' Ji t: R •, where a', is the amoun t of the jth 

commodity held by him. 
l 

Producers- Each producer k has a production te'chnology set Y •. 

The principal working of thc economy, whelher it is achieved in a 

centralized mode or not, is to allocatc production and the resultins 

products among consumers. 
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lf each prodllL!'r' choo~es a proccss yic fr-om his tcchnolo~~Y set Ye, thcn . 
y:;{ y• represen ts-.the to La l produc ti on. 

• - 1 
The sum a= 2. ¡¡ 1 represcnts the 

1 - 1 

aggregate initial holding. (al•:r."y, rcprcsents the aggregatc initial ·-· 
holding adding the aggrcgate tcchnology set, that is, thc totality of ali 

aggrcgate supply vcctors availabc. 

lf each consumer chooses a consumption plan x' from his consumption set . 
X,. then x=:E x' represents the total demand. 

1 _, 

An allocation of production and consumption means the choice of an (2+m) 

tuple (x 1 , •••• x•.y•, ... ,y•) such that x'EX, Vi and 

such that the aggregate demand equals the aggregate supply. 

Let us assume the following conditions for consumers (e) and producers 

(p). 

c. 1) 'v' i the consumption set X, is a closed convex set in R•. 

c.2) Each x, has a lower bound e' such that x';?;c' 'v'x' ex, (minimum of 

subsistence) 

c.3) Each preference field (X,,;zo ,) satisfies x>y fo.- x,yeX,,..ax+,By>y 

a>O . .B>O. a+,B=l. 

c.4) Each preference relation ;:;- , is continuous. 

c.3 and c.4) ... convexity of each preference field ex,,;:;-,) 

p. 1) Each techno!Ógy set Y, is a subset of R• containing the origin, the 

proccss of inaction. 

p.2) Y, is convex and closed in R". 

p. 3) The aggregate technology set Y=~;. satisfies Yn R•ll>=lül (the 

l 
impossibility of the land of Cockaigne) where R'~ is the nonnegative orthant 

of R'. 

p.4) Yn (-Y)=(Ol (the irrcvcrsibilit~ of aggregale proscsses) 

c.p) lhere are !m cor.slants a ,.;;:o i=l .... ,l k=l ..... m such that 

i a ill=l k=l .... ,m whcre a 111 represents thc relative share of consumer 
1 - l 
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. .. !.!:~ p:--c f: t :'!' .. 

1 n ."t' That means the exhaustion ot t.he pr·ofil n: •by ils <l1sl1-ibulion' 

among consumer;• as shareholders. 

Now we can state the definition of a competitive equilibrium. 

An (l>rn+l) tupi e of menus of consumption 

~'E X,. pro<luction proces3es y• E Y. and an n-dimension price vector p;:;;; o is 

called a competitive equilibrium of the model if the following conditions 

are íuliiiled. 

i) The maximurn profit of each producer under p, thal is, 

11:.(p}=<p,y">=max(p,y) VyeY. k=l. .. .,m ( 11 . 2.5) 

[The producers maximize their profits solely by controlling input-output 

configurations at their disposal under the equilibrium price vector p 

conceived as an uncontrllable datum. 

ii) The optimum preference of each consumer subject to budget constraints 

under p, that is. for each i=l ..... 2 ~ 1 is a mos t preferab le menu of 

consumption among ali x in X, fulfilling the budget constraint 

<P.x.>;;;<P.a•)t¿a 111:íl11:(P) ( Il . 2. 6) 

initial holdings+dividends=lncome of consumer i 

The consumers achieve their most preferable rnenus of consumption solely by 

controlling their possible schemes of demand (and/or supply} subject to 

the1r budget:s 
. 

under p. 

iii) The balance of aggrega te supp ly and demand ( ie. market equilibrium) 

that is 

( 11 . 2. 7) 

with equality holding in this equation far the jth component relation if the 
t 

corresponding price p, is positive. Then p is reFerred to as an equilibrium 

price vector. 

Theorem Arrow and Debreu 1954. 1 f ea ch consumer i has a posi ti ve ini ti al 

holding a' in the sense thJt there is a commodity bundle b' in X, fulfilling 

a'>b' and if he has no satiation point, then there exists a competitive 
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Therc exisls 9-,lher versions of this lheorem which drop the unrealislic 

assurnption of positive inilial holdings but they have to irnpose further 

candi ti o ns on the preference fields and the aggrega te technology set. Also 

sorne vers ions make a re laxa tion of the convexi ty and closedness of 

individual technology sets. 

Further generalizations and elaboration:; of the Walrasian conjecture far 

the existence of a cornpetitive equilibriurn were rna,de by Debreu (1959,1962), 

McKenzieC1959}. Nikaido(l959b}. Uzawa(l959-1960. 1962a,b), Morishirna(1960b, 

1964). Negishi ( l961). etc. 

As Takayarna said "Let us sketch an outline of sorne of the irnport;int and 

difficult problerns in the proof of existence ... the first thorough 

recognition of lhese problerns is due to Arrow-Debreu ... 

( i) The survi val problern. This is the question of assuring that every 

consurner can survive. given the equilibriurn conditions. lf an equilibriurn 

exists. the equilibriurn prices of the resourcc held oy :.orne consurner rnay be 

so low that he rnay not be able to subsist on the income he obtains from his 

resources. The first requirernenl for this problem. of course. is that the 

aggregate supply set contains a point which is the sum of the minirnal 

subsistence consumptinn r~'1 1..!.i!"<e~e~t.::; f;:.¡· éin:ia Lun::>umer (otherwise sorne 

consurner is bound to die).··· lhis <neans that there exist x,e X,, far all i=

and ye Y such that x=y+x, where x= :Ex,. The second requirernent is that 

each consurner be able to subsist with the resources ( including labor) he 

holds without engaging in exchange. This can be guaranteed if each 

consumer's consumption set, with his resources added, has an intersection 
( 

with the aggregate production set of the economic. In fact, we need a little 

more. For example, we may require tha t no t only mus t su ch an in tersection be 

nonernpty, it must also have an interior point. Th is corresponds to the 

cheaper-point assumption. ... Essentially. it guarantees the (upper semi-) 

continuity of each consumer's demand funclion. 
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lhc priccs nf his, rcsources are vcry high, may l"' ;ible lo purchase a 

consump lion bundle su ch tha t he is sa tia tcd. As we Sil id ··· the no ns a tia tion 

assumption is needcd to est•blish thc lowcr scmicontinuity of the budget 

function (hence the uppcr scm icon tinu i ty of the demand function). Arrow and 

Debreu simply assurned that every consumer is nonsatialcd in his (somewhat 

modi fied) consump tion se t. Th is is a s trong assum;>tion. The re laxa tion of 

this assumption is possible and is attemptcd in the, literature (for example, 

McKenzie 1955, 1959). 

( iii) Utility function and the production set. Arrow and Debreu assumed the 

ex is ten ce of a con tinuous u tili ty function for ea ch consumer. McKenzie's 

formulation is in terms of a preference relation, although his assumptions 

imply the ex is ten ce of a con tinuous u ti! i ty function. The crucial 

assumption in this connection, which is common in illl the existence proofs, 

is the convexity of individual preferences. Arrow and Debreu assumed the 

existPnce of a fixed number of firms. each of which has a convex production 

se t. McKenzie 1959 assumes tha t the agg1·ega te production set is a convex 

cone so that constant returns to scale prevails in the aggregate. McKenzie 

does not assume the irreversibi!ity of the production processes, nor does he 

assum~ frPP rlic;pn~.1hility of commodities. 

(iv) The number of produccrs. ln Arrcrw ;rnd Debreu 195=.! and subsequent works 

such as Debreu 1959. i t is assumed tha t the to tal number of firms 

(producers} is fixed (at, say, k}. lt is well known and can easi!y be 

checked that diminishing returns to scale for an individual producer implies 

a positive profit. which in turn should imply that firms enter the market. 
( 

Constant returns to scale for the aggrcg:ite procfuction set can be justified 

on the basis of an adjustment in· the nurnber of firms, which are small in 

size cornparcd to the industry. Oiminishing returns to scalc for an 

individua! firm typically occur whcn thcre are certain lirnitational fi.xed 

factors, su ch as mana serial abili ty or en trepreneursh ip, wh ich are no t 
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Therciore. 

dirninishing rclurn>' 1,1 >'cale (far cach firrn) plus a finite fixcd set of 
T, 

firms imply lhe scnrcily of ccrtain cornrnodities (factors) and frcezing the 

assignrnent to various production processes of these cornrnodities. (Such a 

rnodel will not be useful for cxploring possiblc effects of a redistribution 

of these resources.) Under dirninishing rcturns to scale, firrns rnay rnake 

profits, which are attributable to payrnents far tl:e use of such resources as 

entrepreneurial skills ar special talents of sorne kind. In McKenzie's model 

1959. such resources are explicitly included in the list of commodities (and 

marke ted) and the nurnber of firms need no t be iixed, so tha t we can safely 

asi::ume constant returns to scale far the aggregate production set. McKenzie 

also shows the concordance of his rnodel with the usual Hicksian model of a 

fixed number of firrns, each of which has a closed and convex production set" 

(Takayama 1974) 

3. Sorne Remarks. 

In 1930 there was a general model of two classes of agents and their 

actions. with both a rnarket of supply and dernand far products. and a market 

of supply and dernand far productive services. These two mar!< e ts were a t 

least oartiallv intestrated. Choices of ap;ents were optimizing choices, and 

thc natton of equ~librium was undcrstood as a balancing of forces, even 

though i t was not taken to be sorneth ing tha t had to be pro ved. 

Problerns arase when negative prices could not be ruled out as soiuti_ons to 

the Cc.ssel model. Schlesinger showed that the assumptions of the model 

could be rcphrased to allow agent to be based on an optimization framework, 
( 

precluding the possibility of negative prices aild allowing free goods to 

result from market choices and equilibrium outcomes. He did not prove that 

equilibriurn ex is ts. 

Wald's papcrs (193·1. 1935. 1936) showed Lhat the a&ents, markets, and 

optimiz::ilion assumptions cnt;eile•" the existence of competitive equilibrium. 
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D11dng these years the use of linear prngrnmmin:~ b~!Came pos~~ible. 

' Von Ncumann (1936) prescnled ;¡ growlh rnodcl with assurnptions :ibout agenl ·. 
choice, and oplirnization markcts, and. also. preved that thcrc exists an 

equilibrium using garne . thcory. 

Yet thc interpretat.ions of thc basic ter'Tls were very restrictive. Hicks' 

( 1939) model expanded the set of permissiblc interpretations with man. 

explicit concepts of agent, optirnizing choice. commodities. utilíty and 

equilibrium. 

Koopmans' production model was incorpora ted in to the standard general 

equilibrium model. 

Within a short period of time Arrow and Debreu presented a proof, as did 

McKenzie independently, of the existence of a competitive equilibrium in 

such canonical models although their work madc sorne more restrictive 

assump ti o ns. Debreu later worked in his axiomatic analysis of economic 

equilibrium. In Debreu's work this model acquired its more explicit fo 

but its refinement and iurther dcvelopment continues today. 
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Chapter m Fundamental Problems on the Demons tra tion of Genera 1 Compe ti ti ve 

Ec:¡uilibrium. 
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Al U1e IP\t•I nf ind~·;:.:-.::-1: tl."{t~lli.~. general cquiI1b1·iu111 ili1~ory ientifics 
, 

lhe problern uf unbou11dn•'s'"' of individual consumpt1''" .111d production -. 
possibility sel. Th is problem may imp ly tha t ind i vic.lu;:i 1 consump tion and 

produclion functions remains undefined. The solution to tliis problem is 

presented by general equlibrium authors in the chapter providing the proof 

of existence of equilib~ium. They take the definition of production and 

assumptions on available resources <1s a starting point, a11d show that the 

set of feasible allocations far the entire economy is a cornpact set. 

However, this can not be considered a satisfactory solution to the problem 

nf ur;boundne::;::; of individual possibility sets because the definition of 

individual agents in a decentralized economy implies that individual agents 

.:lv ;-.ot µussess intormation at a global leve!. This in turn. has a negative 

impact on the meaning of the proof of existence of a general competitive 

equilibrium. 

An other problem that has not been proper!y solved is related to the 

assumption that ali commodities are comple tPly divisible. \Ve statec.l sorne of 

the alterations of the results of general equilibrium which are made when we 

avoid this assumption. 

1. The sketch of the demonstration. 

The definition of competitive equHibrium a!1·eady sta_ted in Chaper ll is 

the one generally adopted by the later theoreticians of general equilibrium. 

This defini tion mea ns tha t ea ch asen t. a consumer or producer, ~as an 

optimum ¡,.,havior acting upan their own initiative as price takers. The 

Theory of General Equilibrium needs to state clearly the linkage between the 

subjective conditions {i,ii) and the objective '.conditions (iii). 

The Theory states the consumer's behavio1· constructing a demand function 

,¡, '(p) defined for ali p~O by 
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,¡, 1 ( p) : ·, • \ .. - ., i •. X; 2 1 X t ar a I l X e;: X l () E ( DI l. l ) 

-. sul,J•:el to (p,x>;s.; (p,a'>•L." a ,,,7l", 
• • l 

i=l .... ,ni 

Tha t is deri ved from h is preference optimiza tion. 

lt also states the ¡¡roducer's behavior constructing a supply function 

rJ.r .(p) and his profit function 7l" .{p) 

rJ.r,{p)={y'j(p,y'>=max(p,y) over ali ·YEY,nE} 

;r.{p)=max<p,y) over ali yeY,nE (k=l,. ... m) 

derived from his profit maximizatinn. 

< m . l. 2 > 

These are only 'notions' of supply and demand functions. These functions 

are only describing thc general agents' behavior. Howcver it is not enough 

to state that the agents passivcly adjust to thc prices. prices represcnting 

uncontrolled da ta, to obtain the supply and demand functions. Tha t means 

lhat with the above clcments it is not always possible to have supp(y and 

dcmand functions that have nonempty image sets far ali semipositivc pricc 

vectors. 

This statement would allow the avoidancc of the spcculative bchavior of 

the 111dividu:1l agents. For thc agcnts thc prices are 'parametcrs' in 

Lange's scnse and escape the ageñ.ts' control. This traditional way of 

studying th<> rricc formation lcads to the 'endemic problcm of thc cconomic 

theory'. lf thc agcnts stay passivc as price takers, who wi!! chan·ge thc 

prices in the adjustment process? 

To shapc their prefercnce field 

individual agents do not need any 

(X,,?:,) or th
1
eir production sets Y., thc 

information a\out other agents or about 

the whole cconomy. On the contrary, from the thcory's standpoint it is 

ncccssary to avo id a 11 communica tion be twcen the individual a gen ts, be cause 

i f thcy commun ica te thcy may anticipa te thc pricc movemcn t and be ha ve a~ non 

compctit.ivc agents. It is in that cor,tcxt that thc mctaphor of thc agent 
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r••". l•.•11 ~t"'ft~t··. 

:\ (t t'r" lhc lhe91·y constructs lhc individual a¡;cnts and defines the 

co111pel1livc cquilibrium characterislics. it proceeds with the demonstration 

thal tn a decentralized economy exists an equilibrium with thc required 

propcrtics. 

The demons tra tion is based u pon the demons tra tion of a theor .:;m tha t has 

different versions in Gale 1955. Debreu 1959. Nikaido 1968 and Arrow-Hahn 

1971. We are going to follow Nikaido"s one. 

The Theorem sta tes as fo Jlows: 

Put P.=lp!p:;;:;Q, f.~'=l) (the standard simplex of Rª) and !et r be a compact 

convex subset of Rª. Suppose that there is given a set-valued mapping 

x :P.-zr 

which, for easy reference, will be called an excess supply function. lt is 

assumed tha t the mapping sa tisfies the followin cond i ti o ns: 

i) x :P.-zr is a closed mapping that carries each point of Pª to a non 

empty convex subset of r. 
i!-) The \Va Iras law in the general se ns e 

(p,u);:;>;Q for ue x (p) where u=y-x 

then there is sorne pin P. such that x (p)()Rª9 'f' </> 
\ 

holds, i.e. 

( m .1.3) 

This mapping x (p) represents the behavior of the individual agents. lt is 

assumed that the possibility of the aggregate actions exists and they 

construct lhc function in such a way that lhe excess suppy u is in x (p). 

The proof is worked out by constructing a suitable mapping and applying 

Kakutani's fixed point theorem. Let a single-valued mapping be defined by 
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E>=r •P.-P. 

This mapping is constructed with the next two formulas that are possible to 

be considered as the exp.rcssion of the rule of behavior of the 'auctioner' 

or Marke t Se ere tary 

0 (u,p)=(E> ,(u,p). u=u, E r, (p,),E p. 

e 1 (u,p)~p,+~ax(-u,,0) i =l. ... , n < m . l. 4 l 
1 +:E max (-u,, O) 

J - l 

Then by constructing the cartesian product of E> with the mapping x, which 

can be thought of as a mapping defined on r xP.. We obtain a new mapping, 

as follow 

cm.1.5) 

f(u,p)=x (p)x{E> (u,p)f 

Nikaido shows that a\l the conditions of Kakutani's point fixed theorem are 

fulfilled by f. that is, 

i) Both r and P. are compact convex·sets in R•. Hence rxp, is a compact 

convex set in R•xR•; 

ii) z (p) is by <!ss11mption a convex subset of r for each p, while lE> (u,p)} 

is a special convex subset, consisting of one element, of P. far each (u,µ) 

E r xP •. Whence for each (u,p) E r xP. the imagc ,t°f (u,p) is a convex subset 

of r xp •• \ 

iii) x .e are closed mappings. Hence f is also a closed mapping. 

Thcrefor, by virtue of Kakutani's fixed point theorcm. f has a fixed point 

cíJ.i>> so that <ii.iJ>e rcti.i>>. This last exprcssion can be rcduccd to the 

relations for the component mappings Lie x <i>>. p=e (u.?>. This theorem 
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Thc demonslration Óf lhe cxistence of a competitive equilibn111 11 • in which 

thc consumcrs optimizc lheir satisfaction and thc producers lheir profit 

according to the definitiori of competitive equilibrium statcd abovc, is 

workcd out conceiving the mapping x {p) as an aggregate function of cxccss 

supp!y. lt should he rcmembered that the individual sup¡:¡!y and demand 

functions are included in thc aggregate excess supply function. 

This function must fulfill al! the conditions of Kakutani's fixed-point 

theorem. Essentially, it must be closcd mappine. defined in a non-empty 

convex and compact set and which image must be a convex non-empty set. That 

,eans, that the aggregate excess supply iunct iuú üf tb.:: r.¡:;:~~~!~e: x :P .. -zr 

must be defincd on an attainable convcx and compact set fer the economy as a 

whole. Arrow-Hahn 1971. Nikaido 1968 and Debreu 1959 called our attcution 

to the fact that the individual sets X, and Y. may be unbounded sets, 

thercfore, it is necessary to impose furthcr conditions to ensure that they 

are bounded and then compacL 

The problem is the same in ali these works. even though the approaches are 

different. lt is Nikaido who stated more explicitly the problem when he 

db.cus.s.:s !:he <::0~~11m..,rs choice: "lt should be noted that the statement that 

merely formulates lhe pattern of a competitive consumer's choice; it by no 

mea ns e ns u res e ven the ex is tcnce of commodi tiy bundles in X:_ sa tisfy ing the 

budget constraint. Even when the budget constraint is consislent with the 

consumption set, the existence of a 1110.st ¡>rcfe:-2b!e rnmmodity bundle need 

not be automaticallY guaranteed" Nikaido 1963. 

Arrow and Hahn stated in their chapter about , the individual producers. 

(p63) "lf Y, is unboundcd, then a t certain p i t m.:i:, be tha t the firm would 

like to produce on an infinitcly large scale. This possibility, as such, 

does not m.:ike it impossiblc to conduct an ::in.-ilysis of market cquilibrium 

with positivc pdccs: :ilthoueh the firm is t:iken to .rnrpose that it c:in sell 
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an<l bul whalever quanl!l.H·!' il likcs at thc going priccs, thc cconomy, in 

facl, may be incapable .if producing outputs an<l using inpuls in unlimitcd 

amounls. ln<lee<l, if we ª'"' interested in a world of scarcity, we ought to 

exclude lhe possiblity." 

The main source of prob\erns arises from the possibi\ity of the unbounded 

individual sets, in such ·a way that the existence of the rnost preferable 

commodity bundle ar more rentable activity vector is not ensured. 

"to overcome such difficulties, we will substitute certain virtual supply 

and demand functions far the true ones which are difficult to define. The 

forrner can be defined by narrowing the ranges of consumer's and producer's 

.-hnir.r. to suitable bounded subsets" Nik;iido 1968. 

The compactness of the set and the intelligibility of the individual 

supply and demand functíons t/J .(p}, </>, (p} depends on the possibility of 

narrowing the ranges of the individual agents. These functions are defined 

only on compact sets. Furthermore as Nikaido rernarks, the statement of 

consumers in cornpetitive equilibriurn definition rnerely iormuia tes the 

pattern of a consurner's choice, however the definition of the functions is 

no t guaran te e d. 

lt is interesting to point out that other authors did not refer to this 

problern exp 1 ici tly. and sorne of them who men tioned i t dld not exp iain a 

procedure to overcome it. Weintraub- 1982 and Takayama 1974 merely stated 

that the compaclness of the sets is guaranteed because they are lower-

hounded (by the subsistence level) and because the budget constraint ensures 

the upper-bound. lndeed this second statement needs a proof. Sorne other 

authors assume from the besinning 

bounded, tha t is, compact sets. 

Malinvaud 1975, Lancas ter 1971.) 

tha t the individua 1 sets are closed and 

(Quirk y S~posnik 1968, Varian 1980. 

llaving stated the problem, now the difficulty is to maf:e a rigorous 

definition of lhe functions. lt is ncccessary to bound in a suilable rnanner 

~he sets of individual choice, in such a way that the cornpetitive 
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onr•s. \1k.11do slalcd this problcm whcn he dcfincd lhc propcrlics of lhc 

<tclions o f thc in di vidual a gen ts in cqu il ibrium cond i ti o ns. Firs t he 

rccognizcd tha t thc actions (x,y) in campe ti tivr. cqu i 1 ibrium cond i ti o ns must 

satis fy the cond i tion 

(a+Y-X) n R·© 3 a+:E Y,-:E X, ( Ill . l. 6) 

Then he defined the individual sets that fulfill that condition. 

Y i X,= l x' 1 x ' e X, , (a+ Y - 2: X. -X' ) 1 n R ª"' * .p .. ' < m • l. 7l 

Yk Y.=ty•jy•ev •. (a+Y.-2:Y,-XJlnR•'>;1=.p ... 
Tha t is, the individual sets are narrowed to tha t actions x' or y• for wh ich 

the excess supply is zero or positive. Thus, the set X, consists of ali the 

x' e X, tha t, when we add them to the to ta 1 demand X, given the ini tia! 

endowments and the production possibilities of the economy, they do not 

consti tu te a disequilibrium factor; that is. the x, cons is t of ali the x' 

that are compatible with the idea of balanced vector in a wide sense. 

On thc othcr hand, the sets y, cons is t of ali the y• that when they are 

adde!i to the total supply of the economy, given X and the initial 

endowmenls, lhey allow the economy to maintain a balanced vector. Nikaido 

shows tha t the sets X, and Y. are bounded for ali and k. · The 

demonstration is based on the fact that, given the definition of the sets, 

it suffices to show tha t ~ +m sequences ( x' •) in t' (Y'•) in Y. satisfy the 

condition 
\ 

. ' a+:¡:y .. _:¡:x•·;;;o (ni . !. 8) 
ic•l l•l 
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Hcmcmbcr llia l ...J 1~1) liH." :-;e ls X 1 an·j y·.. :1n~ close<l. Then define virtual 

' suitablc supply ;¡_~d dem;:ind functions. Thus lhe allocc¡lions associatr:d with 

competilivc cquilibria are in the boundcd sets X, and Y,, although the 

exislence of competitive. equilibria thcmselves has not yet been established. 

On that basis next define virtual supply and demand functions. The firs t 

step is the construction of an hyperc•Jbe 

E=(xlgJ~x,~h,. (j=I. ... ,n)! ( 111 • l. 9) 

such that O.b'EE, X,, Y,cEº (i=l.0,k=l. ..• ,m) 

where Eº denotes the interior of E. 

With this we can obtain O+m nonempty compact sets X,nE. Y.nE. With this 

setup, we define individual supply and demand functions. These functions 

allow us to make a rigorous characterizaticn of individual agents by means 

of individual functions defined on eompact sets, and by means of the search 

of genera! equilibrium in thc feasiL1e .sel. 

lt should be noted th3.t when the vector a is included in the definition of 

the sets X,. Y •. it implies that we are narrcwíng the individual sets as a 

functíon of the knowledge of the feasible se• far the economy as a whole. 

Thi:; "·-·--··· ,,_. n• 1 un -11e11111 d.ll<l proceciure to se cure tha t the 

individual sets are bounded. The ide.a of scarcity is the elue to bound the 

sets. This idea is included in two statements; one is the limitatíon of 

available resources of the economy, that is the intersection of the e.i;::onomy 

feasible production set and the positive orthant is only the origin. 

The limitation of available resources p!ays an important role in Debreu 
t 

and Arrow-Hahn's definition of the feasible sé.t of the economy. They 

considered that the available resources and the global technology are given. 

Thus if z(w) is the excess supply function. and if the possibilities of the 

econorny are W=XxY, then the feasible set is W=Wn {wlz(w);;;Qf, and the 

cornpetitive equilibrium. if it exists, must be in the interior of W. 
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Lcl us rcm:ir-k lh.-11. 1.ht~ dtrncnsion of thc cube is given by UH~ ·.v.1y lhc 

possibl<! sets wilh lhc elements nf i.11•' feasible set of lhe economy. cut the -. 
commod i ty space. U! tima te !y the d imens ion of the cu be is de term ¡ ncd by the 

available resources of the economy. Thcrcforc thc theory cons tructs the 

virtual supply and demand functions that expr,,ss the behavior of the 

individual agcnts as a result of their action as price takers in a search of 

sel f- improvemen t. The individual agents make their choice in the narrow 

sets X, n E and Y• n E. The functions are as follows: 

lndi vidual Supp !y functions 

,P •(p)=(y•l<p,y">=max<p,y> V ye Y.n El (fil.l.10} 

and the corresponding profit function 

rr .(p)=max<p,y) V y E Y. n E (k=l. .... m) (fil.1.11) 

Individual demand functions 

</>'(p}=lx,lx,ex,, x·~.x v·xeX,nE (fil.1.12} 

such t:hat: \;p • .x/:=:;;..,:µ,a,/+Z u'"'' "{v); 

:: 

Now we have supp!y and profit functions defined on compact sets. These 

functions are continuous on a nonemp ty set Y• n E then rea ch the maximum and 

are clearly inte!ligible. On the o ther hand. the demand functions now 

redefined allow us to overcome the problem stated above. That is </> '(p) * </> 

1 
because the budget constraint \ 

<p, x>~ <p, a,>+:{ a ,. ;r. (p) ( m .1.13} 
•• 1 

is consistent with xe X1 e E far ali µ<;;O. Therefore it can be shown that 
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compacl convcx subsc t X 1 n E . .... 

•.!::: 1
_ ::::::;!:.; ~ scmipvs¡livc Lu J llUIH!lllPl)' 

Conscqucntly thc aggrcgatc de111and function </> (p). lhc aggrcgalc supply 

function r/J ( p), and thc aggrcga te excess supp ly function X (p) are defined 

by 

</> 1 (p)=i'"' 1 (p) 
1 - 1 

.¡, (p)=an:" .¡, • (p) e m .1.14) 
• - l 

X (p)= l/J {p)-</> (p) 

This aggregate excess supply function is used in the proof of the theorem 

stated befare and the theorem of existence of competitive equilibrium. 

2. Individual agents. 

Dealing w i th individual a gen ts, the General Equilibrium Theory d id not 

so!ve the problem oí the definition of the individual supply and ciemand 

functions. It means that the construction of the individual agents is 

incoheren t. The thcory fo llows a tortuous rou te revealing the existence of 

fundamental difficulties. One of the best examples is given by Debreu's 

work. In the chaptcr about the -rnd1v1dua1 producer, he po1nts out a 

problem. "Given an arbitrary p, there may be no. maximum profit ... Let 

therefore T J' be the set of ¡; in R' for which the set of maxim izers .is not 

empty •. Thus with each price system p in T,' is associated the nonempty set 

11 J (p) of possible productions maximizing profit far that p". Debreu 1959 
( 

Debreu introduces the assumption that immediat;cly avoids the problem. but 

now the question ariscs in which conditions docs the set T,' exist? In the 

framework of the individual produccr analysis Deb.reu merely states that "Jt 

will be shown ... how, undcr certain rathcr weak assumptions. lhe production 

set Y, can be rep laccd by a certain non cmp ty compact subse t of Y," ( Debreu 
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l 1,IS 11). \ nd in thc same way the prob lcm comP.s up i11 t.ht~ 1nd1v1<lua1 C')llSUmer 

' 
"Givcn an ... arb i ti-ary Pricc-weallh p;-¡ir (p,w} thc set 

{x,EX,jp·x,~wil in which lhe consumer must choose may be empty. Let 

thercforc S, be thc set of (p,w} in R' .. for which this is not so ... " 

Latcr on he notices the problem again. "Given an arbitra1-y pair (p,w) in 

S 1, >/J 1 (p,w) may ha ve no grea test e lemen t. Le t therefore S,' be the set of 

(p,wj in s, for which the set of greatest elements of Y.(p,w) is not 

empty ... " (Debreu 1959). 

Again Debreu introduces the assumption that removes the problem in this 

analysis leve!. At the end of the chapter he state " ... under certain weak 

assumptions. the consumption set X, can be replaced by a certain non empty 

compact subset of X,". 

Debreu follows a procedure that consists in assuming those things that 

must be proven rigorously in the chapters which deal with the individual 

agents. In fact, without rigorous proofs of the coherence of supply and 

demand function de fin ilion, lhe in<l i vi<luid i1>St:n Ls si rnp !y are un<le tennineJ 

entitics. that is, they do not exist. 

It is importan t to remark tha t in the cases men tioned abo ve Debreu 

postpones the ana!ysis on the assump ti o ns tha t guaran teed the ex is ten ce of 

compact sets to the chapter aboui: generai equiiibriurn t:.xi::;teu<-e. Ti1i::i. i~ 

n~t merely a methodological choice, out and imposition of a logical sequency 

on Debreu. In fact, it is in this chapter that the conditions to apply fixed 

point theorm demand an explanation- of the 'certain weak assumptions' that 

allow one to bound in a suitable way the individual sets to guarantee the 

definition of functions. The real motivation to follow this way is that in 
! 

the leve! of the theory of the individual agerÍ't elements that allow the 

bounding of the action possible sets do not exist. 

It is necess:iry to insist on this point. The only way to bound the 

individu:il sets is to conncct lhc global inilial resourccs of the economy as 

a wholc with lhe individual production and consumption possibilities. In 
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e thc.r \•:ard!":. :1 be-lv;0en , 
objcclivc da 1.a (lb!-' ava ilable resourccs of lhe econom;·) and sorne subjective 

elemenls (lhe produclion and consumption possiblity sets). llere is where 

lhe meaning of the linkagc between the objeclive 3nd subjective conditions 

of compelitivc equilibrium gets its real dimension and not in the nature of 

the parametric prices as Lange said. In Arrow-llahn·s terms. in the theory 

the individua 1 producer mus t assume th" t given the prices he can se 11 and 

but any amount of commodity. but the economy, ~n fact, can not produce 

unlimi ted amo un ts of commod i ti es. 

From the ang,lt! uf liit! necessily of lht ~eneral equilibrium lheory which 

needs a consistent construction of individual agents. this siluation brings 

about negative consequences. The most clever authors of General Equilibrium 

Theory did not notice the problem. Nikaido·s quote is revealing. "To 

overcome su ch di fficu 1 ti es ( tha t consump tion and te ch no logy sets need no t be 

bounded). we w i 11 substi tu te certain virtua 1 supp ly and demand functions for 

the true onts which are difficu\t to dP.fine .. Nikaido 1968. 

This is problematic in the sense that the true ones are not difficult to 

define, but impossible to define in an intelligible way. Consequen tly only 

the virtual functions are intelligibles. the true ones are meaningless. 

The main cause of this difficulty resides in the fact that in a first 

instance, the device of building a vírtual economy could be considered as a 

valid resource in the demonstration of the existence of general equilibrium. 

However. this device can not be carried to the chapters about individual 

agents and be taken into account oniy as ·certain weak assumptions i.hat 

allow one to bound the individual sets". The problem is not that the device 
J 

is a weak or_ strong assumption, but the boun'ding derived form that is 

unintel!igible at the leve! of individual agents (decentralized) whose 

functions we are trying to define. The solution invoked for general 

equilibrium theory about this problem is incompatible with the idea •;f a 

decen tra lized economy. This has negative repercussions on the mean'nc. of 
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U.é i•i'1.t1Jf uC t~.,1st.er1<.:e ol cornpt!Ulivc equilibrium. 

l l is opporlune lo rcrn.:irk lh.i l lhc problem of the <! .. ¡"in1lion of 
I 

lhc 
r, 

individual supply and dcmand functions is different and musl be logically 

solvcd befare than thc problcm of thc behavior of the individual agents. 

Generally the theory deals with this problem in a different chaptcr than the 

one on the proof of existence bul it is important to note that stability 

analysis or price formation assumes the definition of individual supply and 

demand functions as a solved problem. Similarly. the coherent definition of 

these functions must he guaranteed to ensure that the mappings used in the 

existence proof be intelligible in the framework of a decentr;ilized economy. 

3. Divisible commodities. 

The usual demons tra ti o ns of the ex is ten ce o f a competí ti ve e qui Iibrium 

require, by assumption, the divisiblity of commodities. "Th is assum ption of 

perfect divisibility is imposed ... "Dcbreu 1959. This assumption is needed 

to ensure that the choice of economic agents is continuous as required by 

the fixed pornt theorem on which these demonstra ti o ns are based. Even this 

assumption is not realistic. Therefore it is important to analyze whether 

the perfect divisibility of commodities is only a convenient assumption for 

the existence of a competitive equilibrium ar a determining one, that is. 

the presence of indivisible commodi_tics alle1-s lh<= results. 

This problem has been examined in the ti tera turc particularly Henry 1970, 

Oierker 1971. Broom 1972. Mas-Colell 1977. Muntesano 1982. Henry has 

demonstrated that a competitive equilibrium exists i f there are two 

commodities only one of which is indivisible. and m;;;; 2 agents. lle also 

demonstrated that competitive equilibrium does' not necessarily exist if 

there are more than two commodities of which at lc::ist one is indivisible. 

Dierker. Broome and Mas-Colell ha ve demons trn ted with di fferent 

nssumptions, Lhat when the numbcr of nsents is very large, an cqui!ibrium 

can be defined with a pricc vector that determines agent's choiccs not 
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f,·,¡~ibie o~ rtlt amottflt 1 tr 1• 1:--. ne~iiciblc Wlth rcgarJ lu Un! siLe ot thc 

economy. These demonstr.1tions require assumptions lhal are nol compleltelY 

satisfaclory "mainly bec:rnse sorne fundamental features of economies wilh 

indivisible commodities are disregarded. The principal one, from a 

realistic point of view, is that the number of indivisible commodities is 

not constant (as the dcmonstrations assume) and that the amount of each 

ind i visible commod i ty cine~ no t necessarily in crease v:hcn the numOer uf 

agen ts increase" Montesa no 1982. 

Broome and Mas-Colell assume the existence, along with indivisible 

commodities, of a divisible commodity that is strongly preferred to the 

indivisible enes. On the conlrary, if fundamental indivisibilities prevail, 

not only may a competitive equilibrium not exist. but there may be no 

tendency toward equilibrium even when the size of the economy increases. 

A methodological problem in the analysis of an economy with indivisible 

commodi tes is the defini tion of the homogene i ty of commod i ti es. This 

problem is also in the economY with divisible commodit.ie,s, hut here a-::quires 

more importan.:e. The homogeneity of commodities cannot be merely a physical 

one like in Debreu's works "A commodity is ... defined by a specification of 

ali its physical characteristics, of its available date, and of its 

availabili ty loca tion. As soan as anP. of thP.SP thrPP f~rtnr~ ':"han~~~. a 

different commodity results". Fui:thcrmorc, a psychological test is not 

sufficient e i ther. In ad di tion, commodi ti es considered perfect subs ti tutes 

by al! agents can have different prices. Th is las t cond i tion can be 

essen ti al to the ex is ten ce of a campe ti ti ve equilibrium. Far Man tes ano this 

problem has as a methodological consequence that "an economy with 

indivisible commodities must be generally anatyJed by considering them all 

unique, i.e., commodities of which there is onJy one unit". 

Mentesano shows with different examples that a pure exchange economy with 

both unique 1.ommodities and with divisible and indivisible commodities does 

not necessarily allow a competi•.ive equilibrium. In economies with 
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indivis ¡0J1! commadilics if lhe commod i líes lha l .:are phys ic:ll I y anú 

psycl,.,i,":>cally hamogcncous havc the same pricc lhey can cxclude lhe 
~. 

exislence af a campetilive cquilibrium which cxists if the priccs are 

di ffcrcn l. 

Anather impartant point that differcntiates ecanamics with divisible 

commaditics fram those with indivisible commaciities. is the link between 

campe ti ti ve equilibria and Pare to ap tima. Far econam ies wi th indivisible 

commadities competitive equilibrium can exist that is nat a Pareto aptimum 

(see Quirk and Sapasnik 1968 and Mantesana 1968). Therefore. it is nat 

valid that ali campetitive equilibrium are Pareta optima as in the other 

econamies. Furthermare. it is nat true that ali Pareta optima can be 

1968). 

Anather important difference in the case of indivisible commodities 

economies. is that Walras' law does not hald in the narrow sense. That is 

we do not have the following relation 

(p, u>=O V u Ex (p) where u=y-x 

but anly, the Walras' law relation in the general sense. 

(p, u>;; O V u Ex (p) where u=y-x 

Thi!i c~n be undc:-stccd as follcws; by varyine the exchaneed 11uantitie5 nf 

indivisible commodities. an agent may find it more convenient to exchange a 
t 

commodity bundle. which is valued more at imrrent prices. far another 

bundle. which is valued less but which he prefers. without the passibility 

of balancing its value, because of the indivisibility of the commodities. 

Therefore wc are again at a point that general cquilibrium authors have 

not solved yel and which shows that the assumptian af unrealistic 
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assurnpttons Introduce:.; mnre problems. Thi:-;. upens •1 H;1p l>t~l'.·:Pcn Uu,, Pr·nnlJmic 

realily and l.111' _lheorel1cal and rn;llhe111<1l1c;:il inl"rP'.<'l:.1lion. 

The cxistence of general equilibriurn dcpends on excessive assurnptions 

aboul lhc cornmoditics and lhe individual agents thal are neither convincing 

nor intuilive. Therefore the work of the demonstration of the e:dstence of 

general equilibrium without ali of these unrealistic assumptions is still to 

be done. 

4. Conclusion. 

The use of mathematical formulations in economic theory w:is introduced in 

this century. lt was developed mainly in connection with General 

Equilibrium Theorv. In thP ........... ~ ...... . 
..... .._ ......... .J 

; ~ L - -
.... llc.J..::> 

expanded and now covers a variety of branches of economics. But even if 

th is gi ves the appearance of be ing scien ti fíe. man y times the use of 

mathematics has on the contrary generated vagueness. As Walsh and Gram have 

said "Mathemalical operations are perforrned upon entities that cannot be 

defined: calcula ti o ns are made in terms of uni ts tha t can no t be measured: 

a ceo un ting identites are mistaken far functional re la tionships; corre la ti o ns 

are confused wi th causal laws: di fferences are iden tified wi th changes: and 

one-way movements in time are treated like movements to and fro in space. 

The complexity of modcls is claborated merely for display, far and away 

beyond the possibility of application to reality". Th is is the rea son for 

the concern to un<lersland the true meaning of the relationships that appear 

in the general equilibrium model and to d iscuss thP Ji nk n~ tw~~!1 the 

theore lical sta tements of objective and subjective conditions and the 
! 

re ali ty that they attempt to describe. lt is irí- these links tha t we find 

general equilibriurn to have sorne of its fundamental problems. 

The necessity of having compact sets is important not only to be able to 

demonstrate competitive general equilibrium existence. but also far the 

intclligibility of the individual agent (producer or consumer) theory. lf 
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1:0 tll I ':1 ,_. ~. :~ !~ t::-: acqu1rcs i ts real .J llll!'flS l<)n on the 

conlcxl of lhf~ demonslration .-¡f equilibrium existencc, il 1:-.: bi:c:.iuse. wilh 

the elements which are uscd ln conslruct the individual agenls. wc cannot 

ensure the boundness of individual possibility sets. 

The fixed point thcorem requires thc boundness of individual possiblity 

sets, because if the individual sets are unbounded the possibility set of 

the whole economy will be unbounded, too. Hcrc the general equilibrium 

theory appeals to the introduction of an objective elemcnt, that is, the 

feasible resources for the whole economy, to guarantee the boundness of the 

total st:l. The general equilibrium theorists use the notion of feasible set 

that is completely intelligible in the whole economy leve!. But they make a 

b1g mistake when they consider that this procedure which ensures the 

boundness is also clear in the individual agents leve!. 

lf the individual sers are unbounded sets. the consequences far the theory 

are negative because the key point of the construction of individual agents 

will be undefined. In other words these ;ig~nt-s rl0 no ~xist in cconomic 

terms, theY can not define their actions far a determinate price vector. In 

consequence, we cannot talk about the excess supply function and the 

demonstration of competitive general equilibrium becomes meaningless. 

The X,ne and Y,nE. represent ;in " . t..JIC 

priva te and the social. The indi'.Cidual agenls can not tiave the social 

information they need to make the intersection. To be pass ib le, the 

individual agents must be able to restrict their individual sets X, and y, 

to the sut-sets X1 and Y, that are compatihle with the general equilibrium 

idea. Each agent needs the followi:>? informa ti<Jn: the availabe resources 

far the whole economy, and the possibiliby set oi lhe whole economy. With 

this information the individual agents can detern1ine thc feasible set far 

the whole economy and lherefore rcstrict their sets in a suitable way. 

Unfortunately, the required information can only be hcld by a central agent, 

and not by individual agents in a decentralizcd cconomy. [3y nü ntt.:ans is 
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t>lis a salisfactory solul1011 uf lhe problem. /Is previously stated wilhin 

lhc elcrnenls of individual "';ents U1cory, it is impossiblc lo define compact 
~. 

possibility sets. 

The solution tha t the lheory brings implies a procedure that is 

incompatible with the theor;"s subject. In fact, lhis theory is in a line 

of thought that conceives the market as a social device which. even if there 

is no intervention political, allows the interests and passions of the 

isolated individual to harmonize in an autonomous way. In th is manner the 

society is integrated by a process in the eeonomical sphere. In this 

process economico. is identified as the realm in which t'1e individual agents 

ca.11 and m:..::;.t ;;!ve f;e":! r-e!~ t0 thPir !1P.r~on~:li and e~oistic interests. The 

invisible hand will be in charge and lead to a harmonious process ensuring 

prosperity of society. This has been and continuous to be the tradition in 

the framework of market theory in classical and neoclassical thought. 

The elements initially provided by general equilibrium theory in defining 

an "individual a gen t" seem to be comr,a tib le w i th Sm i th's idea of na tura! 

harmony of the market. However, when the theory of general equilibrium 

conceives the individual agent as an entity who has the information of the 

whole society, and is capab le of perceiving and restricting, their 

individual possibility set, it falls into a double contradiction with its 

own subject. On the one hand, in lhe name of feasiblily when the initial 

unbounded sets are substituted by suitable bounded sets, it implies that the 

intc1cst!> e:- ~!ans of thP individual a~ent have been harmonized befo.re the 

price formation process begins. In other words the thcory is assuming the 

result that is lookcd for. On the other hand, the theory is not dealing 
( 

with a der:entralized economy any more because \the isolated individuals of 

that economy have information that onl:- could be given by a central agent. 

In othcr words. the ~larket Secrctary is a problcm in the general equilibrium 

theory. The 1nv1siblc hand b 11ul onl:· visible but C!lsn is required befare 

the process begins. The central agent is present in the construction of 
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ind '"' 1d11 ·1 i .1\11•n ts. Thcrcforc lhe dcmonstralt1>1l of t!Xtsl1~11cc of :-'!cneral 

cq111\1L1n11111 does not corrcspond lo a decenlr..liized e.connmy. 

Wh<!n lhe lheon· of general equilibrium introduces social informalion 

e lemen ls to de fine individual a gen ts, the door is opened to the non 

compelilivc bchavior of individual agents and also shows the incapability to 

construct the idea of decentralized economy in a consistent way, 

Even though we recognize that the problem already discussed is one of the 

most importan l ones w i thin the general e qui li brium framework, there ex is t 

some others. One which is already stated in this work is in relation to the 

assumption of the divisibi!ity of commnditie~. Th is assump tion is al so 

required in the demonstration of the existence of general equilibrium, and 

when we avoici ihi:s ne-.¡,; th~ 

definition of homogenous commodities. The problem of indivisible 

commodi ti es al so has nega ti ve consequences for the theory be cause then the 

choice of individual agents can be discontinuous and the fixed point theorem 

could not be applied. There fo re we can no t e ns u re the ex is ten ce of 

equilibrium. Also the relation to Pareto optima point now becomes 

questionable. Here we have again in front of us a gap between the 

mathematical requirements of the theory and the objective conditions of a 

reali ty tha t the theory a ttempts to describe. 

The contradictions which general· - equilibrium theory incurs could be 

interpreted as indications of deeper problems. In the general equilibrium 

scheme the social objectivity is built from the interaction of isolated 

individual:>. interests reolace the 

artificial harmony and within economic thought becomes a result of the 

' market social device. 

The fundamental premise of market theory conceived in such a way, is 

obvious ly lhe result of conceiving the economic agents as isolated 

individua Is, no t harmonized a priori. ln other words, the theory of natural 

harmonization of individual interests implics the possiblit;· of conceiving 
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in .,n individu.-!I way c;:ich onc of u .. , inleresls Lh.il lhc m:irket must . 
h;:irmonize. ..... 

ll is for ;ill of lhese re:isons th:it wc c;:in conclude lhal Lhc fundarnent:il 

problem of gener;:il equilibrium theory comes from the impossibility of a 

coheren t articula tion be tween the subjecti ve and ob je ctivc cond i ti o ns in the 

framework of a theory tha t need bo th to be accep table. This problem is 

related to a deeper one that can be stated as follows; the conception of the 

socie ty as an agglomera tion (na tura! harmoniza tion) of isola ted ind ¡ viduals 

is logically problema tic. 

!n spite of ali these problems on the demonstration of General Copmetitive 

Equilibrium and on General Equilibrium Theory. Some economists consider 

i:hat. iht:: µ1 oofs u1 .... ;-iocr-c~~ z.~~tl th~ t.: -!:hPy pffectively sol ve the problem of 

existence of decentralized economies' equilibrium. Th is fact leads the 

research in t.wo directions: one concerned with the problem of relaxing the 

res trictive assump tions: for examp le sorne works dea 1 w i th the idea of 

avoiding the Market Secretary, and the other concentrating on the dyanamic 

process that leads to the equi!ibrium. 
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iJn•' nf lhe mosl importanl •'l'IS1d•:s in economics in lhis century, Lhe 

d(".-1:!upm1~nl of G!!nernl Equilihn11m ~!1t·ory is linked with ma~.hematics. and it 

is ele ar tha l lhc inleraclion of ma thcma tics and economic reasoning has been 

fru i lfu l. Ncvcrthelcss we musl always be aware of probletns lhat could 

ariRe. 

\Vhen dealing with mathematical economics it is important to ask what the 

role played by mathematics in economics is. 

"A training in mathematics is helpful by giving command over a 

marvellously terse and exact language for expressing clearly sorne general 

relations and sorne shor·t processes of economic reasoning". (Marshall 1949) 

is it only that or something more. 

One o f the prob lems in ma thema ti ca 1 econom ics is the gap be tween theory 

and the reality of economic life. Sorne economists express this by saying 

that the task of the economist is to discover the 'truth' about the real 

economic world. The real World provides the facts. and some of thcse facts 

can be put together to make a coherent thcory. Here arises a new prublem. 

what is economic fact: and what is a theory? Furthermore when we are using 

mathematical formulations for economic statements we have to be sure that we 

are no t making the gap w ider. 

Relations between facts and theor·y, between mathemat1cs anci economic,,, 

need to be worked out w i th the d iscuss ion o f sorne me thodo logical ques ti o ns. 

In the history of economic analysis. there are two different traditions in 

the theory mcdels ;ind 

accumulation and neoclassical models of the allocation of givcn resources. 

\Ve shall deal with the second ones. The founders 1of the neoclassical school 

Jevons. Menger and Walras. took as an expositor~ point of departure the 

model of purc cxchangc which was the polar oppositc of the classical. At 

thc beginning this school had to dcal with resistance. \lathcmat1cal methods 

of reasonim¡ began Lo play an imporbnt decisive role in thc pure theorY of 

economics during this period. 
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in l:.hP A1·\·1:ndl\. t':irt t wc ~h•·tli pc,¡nt o:..:t methodnln\~ic""n1 problt!ms involved 

in lhe Posí 1.1,··· :lll<l Neoposilive approaches and then wc shnll deal with the 
r, 

relations b<'Lwecn cconomical and physical syslcms. 

In Appcndix Parlll wc shall begin wilh the initial rclalions betwecn 

mathemalics and economics. and lhen we ar-' going to furnish sume general 

remarks on the concept of equilibrium befare we make a simple sketch of 

diíforent lincs followed by the equilibrium authors. Afterwards we shall 

state in certain detail the utility theory that was a continuous reference 

point in this work. 
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In their everyd;iy wol"h:, mosl t~(:nnomisls do nol seem to bt_· :1•.•;;ir1~ of 
r, 

methodological problems. They lh•:ore ti ca 1 models (c11ncerníng 

hypo the ti ca 1 econom ics) 01· bu i Id prcH:m;i tic models; lhcy th ink every mode 1 is 

valid provided it is of sorne praclic;il use in being able to forecast sorne 

particular future e ven l. 

Almost always, the results of their analyses are used to make specific 

ideologies acceptable or. at least, more appealing. And more than this, as 

far as almost any model can be adjusted to fit the empírica! data, wecan 

no tice the inadequacy of the neo pos i ti vis t approach to economics. Bu t, as 

most economists still believe in it, it is important to say something about 

this. 

This initial observation leads us to the necessity of dealing with 

epistemology, and that's why we shall therefor discuss sorne issues that 

econornists rarely discuss. 

Among the mos t argued ep is temo logica 1 prob lems. -wh ich one no t only in 

argued in economics-, are the following: 

a) the ideology and its relations with scientific explanation. 

b) casual explanation against teleological explanation. 

c) the social role of science and the role oi the society in the 

development of science. 

d) how evolution and discontinuous change can be dealt with by a 

scientific theory. 

e) Finally and related to d) the cognitive value oí stochastic models. 

These problems that appear in wha t 

science, have different characteristics 

is called the 
( 

in economics. 

me ta theor~· of tite 

Far example ne i ther 

of the two concepts of scientific growth. as an accumul;itive process or as a 

discontinuous and disconnected process, seems to apply to economics. 

Meanwhile marginalism has been rescued by "planometrics" in socialist 

coun tries, class 1ca 1 econom ics has no t be en superseded. 
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t.lu11.,1111l o111dt7::.1::. ~·i.l.::; Lví·¡-, h1111 ·• 11•Y1111..tLiv1-: Jim. i~ul in vai11 t.he wor~ks ul 

lh1~ l'.L\ssical cconomists orienlt~d l.11 "kn 11wledgc of lhe cconomic proccsses t'o 

be us1•d lo indu!'e or nt l•~asl f;¡c1!il.:Jte behavior stlited lo increasing thc 

na lions wea 1 th". And after thc capitalist syslcm becamc consolidated, 

resenrch more and more clearl y pursued apo lo ge tic a ims. no l usually 

explicitly s ta ted. 

2. Positivist and Neopositivist Approaches 

A good example for su ch research is the schoo l of econom ic though t 

generically called neoclassical. which has a positivist approach due to the 

conscious goal of having the same success as in physics. 

According to this approach the main purpose of economics is helieved to be 

thc explanation of the economic system. To do this, we need to assume that 

the fundamental properties of the system are independent of its history, 

that. is. it is nssurncd that ali history is summarized by the initial 

cond i ti nns. The normal (rational) st1·ucture of the system can be 

represPnlc<l by .-i syslcrn of simultaneous equations that can be arrived at by 

an axio111.-itic lhoon'. .1nd stability analysis will be not a search but an 

imposilion of .-i pro¡,.,,·Ly the model must have if it is a valid scien~ific 

interprclalion of l111· re'1l economy. 

In Uw rn.-irgi11;ili,;I lh1•nry of general equilibrium, these relations are 

arrived al by assum 1 n;: op l1 m izing behavior. Assuming th is behavior leads to 

the discovery of som" properties that should be confirmed by observation. 

The the posilivi,;t. approach exal ts the criterion of empírica! 

obscrvablli ty. Unl y f;:icls produced by individuals cho ices are 

scientifically relevan l. bu t not collective cho.\ces. 
' 

•••Marx subslnnli.illy adheres to the view tha t individual needs are the 

goals of the econorni<: sy:;l.cm: social needs are essentially the aggregation 

of individual ne<!ds. which d1!pcnds on income distribution. (Capitnl. Chapter 

X Vol 111)*** 
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ln thc nt·~,t"'';tirvi~: ;'1pprc.:ich te ,,..~nnomie.s thc prcconceplton Lh;il Lhc 

lhcorc lica 1 mnd1•ls mus l 
'• 

rcf\cct lhe propcrtics of lhc real systcrn has becn 

abandone d. The 111 le res t of econom is ts has caneen tra lcd on forma liza tion of 

lhe theory to clarify thc axioms and thc deductive methods to derive 

meaningful thcorems. Empirical research is used to produce forecasting 

models. 

The gap between theory and empirical research was made easier by Popper's 

re formula tion of the cri te ria of verifica tion of scien ti fic theories 

(disproba tion or falsa tion). Since then analysis of the logical structures 

of economics theories has bet!n ab le to proeress f<ls ter. Neoclassical 

economists now say that the coherence of their viewpoint has been better 

assessed; the problem of the ex1stence OÍ a of 

general equilibrium correctly posed; use fu 1 theorems of compara ti ve 

statistics correctly derived; and theoretically fruitful generalizations of 

the model obtained. 

Nevertheless. the classical positivist model has remained unchanged, and 

this fact has affected the choi<.e and the solution of theoretical problems. 

On the other hand, the practica! models are not only specifications of the 

theore ti cal o ne s. the ir kinsh ip w i th theory is in fact very loo se and 

In the neoclassical approach empirical models 

can hardly s_>.1pply thc indications tlTat empirical rescarch is usually askcd 

for to confirm the theory. But this does not worry economists too much. 

The theore ticians promo te their experiments as contributions to the 

de ve lopment of scien ti fic knowíedge. Tii~ praomütizts th!nk that economic 

research must pursue practica! goals. and that economic models can be 
! 

app lied to forecas ting fu tu re developmen ts of the economy and de term ining 

the best forms of intervention by which we can change them in order to 

attain p1·edetermined objectives. 

But only when the cssential stn1cture is stable enough, can predictive 

models be effectivcly uscd for practica! purposes. We have to admit that 



w;u, thc separa lion of 
~. 

theory and in ves liga tion. thc 

neopositivisl appro;:ich produced lNo conse']uences: on lhe one hand the birth 

of economelrics was m;:ide possible: on the other hand. with the acceptance 

of the possible existence of functions which had not been observed. such as 

the social welfare function, the path was opened to normative economics. 

The invari;:ince of the principal features of a market economy is 

reaffirmed. in terms weaker than those entitled by, the classical theory and 

by the other versions of marginalism. The market far the neopositivists, is 

compatible with the pursuit of social aims. As a consequence. bo th the 

presence of changes in the income distribution ?.nd the use of resources for 

social purposes can be justified on the basis of the r""'"lts 0f e::::;;;:::mi.:.;.l 

analysis (welfare economy). 

The essential features of the system are supposed to be stable. And theY 

must be determined befare the system is analysed according to the methods 

borrowed from phys ics. In foct, i t is . !Cause of these fea tures tha t the 

marke t c~n gu~r~n tcc u,., coe:dstence of optima! individu;:il choice::;. 

Henceforth. this new concep tion of the economic system allows a 

of a varietr of rational economical structures among which the society can 

choose (Pare to optima). 

In t:h-e ne~~~~itivLstit.. írarnework. crne assumes that the essenlial relations 

of the syslem are predetermined, and moreover both the instrumental 

variables and their changes are though t to be structurally controllable. 

From a theoretical point of view. the social goals cannot be el<p!ained by 

economic theorY itself. since as they originate outside of it. On the other 
.1 

hand, the economic model guarantees that. given éhe goals the optima! social 

actions can be achieved. lf the goals the system pursues, its initial 

cond i ti o ns. and i ts s tructure ;:ire pre de term ined .. 

llowever. the model does not ensure the concrete achievement of optima! 

social actions; to obt;:iin them the following conditions must be fulfilled: 
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lh<! ~10'1ls musl be .11.l:1111abl" and lhe hypolhcscs must hold lrue: This lc;st 

conJttlon 1nvotvcs thc cmptrtcat vertt.1c.:itton of thc hypothcs.cs ttu:at!~t~!'.'e!;. 

In the neopositivislic model. thc cognitive value of ~.he normalive 1110Jels 

is the same as that of lhc descriptive ones; indeeJ it depends on ils 

predictive capabilities, since only the controllcr can modify the economical 

process in a pre de term inºcd way. The re la tion between these nonnega ti ve and 

descriptive models only depends on the logical proce.ss _with which the first 

is ob tained. 

In the economic development of socialist countries, we can observe the 

same tendencies which appear in the neopositivist conception. As far as the 

mathematical economy is concerned, the theoretical tendency is to define the 

structural features to be considered as inalterable. and to determine from 

these the necessary mechanism of the rationality of the system; it also 

aims to distinguish the goals of the mechanism of efficiency from those 

determined by political decisions. In these countries, the practica! 

tendency has had a development strictly related to mathematical programming, 

contr<.I theory, cyhernetics and systems theory. 

3. Physical and Economic Systems. 

In reality, the economic system cannot be directly perceived. nor can it 

system is cut out of the natural world. 

In a physical system, every law can be formulated and tested independently 

on other laws. As a consequence, even though a law is satisfactory for the 

solution of some particular concrete problems, the set of laws associated to 

a particular physical system (laws we can refe~ to as local ones) cannot 

provide a satisfactory explanation for the system, when the system itself is 

considered as a whole included in a larger one. In the physical system, it 

is al so pass i ble to iso la te the sys tem from i ts environmen t. and to takc 

precise and re pea ted measuremen ts of ca ch input and ea ch ou tpu t. 



Jt IS nnl possiblc in thc C'1St~ of :1n ct.:OflOrnic system as in a f)hyc:lt::':1! nnn 

lo ísnl:ile anti formulale e;.ch orw nf íts laws in an intlependent fashion. 
~. 

In spile of lhis. according to Popper, even in the case of the economy 

sorne laws have bP.en discovered which ::ire simil::ir to lhe natural laws which 

we have referred above as local. Bu t e ven these loca 1 econom ic 1 aws are 

. Jogical connections betwºeen assessments. This fact is different when we are 

dealing with physical laws, as the latter can be empirically verified. 

The economic system cannot be described if we disregard the interaction 

between the system as a whole and its parts. The approach followed by 

economists (from Quesnay to Walras) has ;ilways been a system ::ipproach (take 

the system as a whole like the sum of different parts related among 

........ _ ... 
l"''""• .. 

\Ve cannot assume that the system remains unchanged while we measure its 

in pu ts and ou tpu ts: nor can we al ways ea si ly define e ven wh ich are the 

i npu ts and ou tpu ts: rnoreover, it is possible that what is an input 

according to one theory may be an output according to another. 

In spite of the peculiari ti es of the subject. economists ha ve adop ted 

models like those developed in phys ics. In neoclassical economcs, 

mathematical methods quite soon become equated with scientific method 

(Neoclassical theoricians think tha t the scientism cri te ria is 

formaliza tion). 

Popper's sta temen t tha t "The success of ma thema ti cal economics shows that 

one social science a t leas t has gane through i ts New tonian revolution", 

r.nntrr.sts. with Hutchinson's rerr!~:-k th~t "thc mathematical '¡·t:vuiutiun' i11 

economics has been one mainlY of form. with very little or nonempirical: 
t 

tes table, predictive con ten t involved". However,\ a t times the ma thema ti cal 

made of economics has limited the critical development of economic theory. 

The fundamental reason for the different role .Played by the mathematical 

method in economics as compared with its role in physical sciences is the 

protopostulate of the space time invariability of the phenomcna. Such a 
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- for th .~ 

schonl. indeed a neccssary· "':·--1·'"¡11~~ h;.-polhesis. -. 
In physics lhc rcsulls of n,,;,-;irch ;u-e cumul;:ilivc. Evcry ncw lhcory. 

exccpt in lhc c::isc of par::illel lhcorics. supcrscdcs the prcvious lhcory. 

And ;:i t the s::ime time i t allows us to define in wh ich con tex t lhe o Id theory 

can g ive an in terprta tiori concrete pro ces s. Preanaly tic know ledge. do es no t 

prevent the resu\ts of research frorn being general\y accepted, at least far 

their practica! usefulness. 

To apply the scientific rnethod to the economic system it must be conceived 

in a particular way that makes it possible to qualiíy lht! normal system as a 

rational structure; the operators of the economic system are assumed to be 

powerless and the market to behave as a physical systcm and the idea that 

stability of systems could not be assumed a p.-iori. However in applying the 

scientific method to economics both thc continuity assumption must be 

carefully considered. 

In th~ ¡q.io·s the hypothesis of atomistic behavior. which allowed 

economists to apply the scheme of celestial mechanics used in physics to the 

economic system (by the theory of genei·al equilibrium), was changed by the 

formulation and application to economics of the game theory. Edgeworth has 

:!!re'.'!.<lY shnwn why the mechanical scheme cannot be used to explain market 

behavior in thc c::isc of oligopoly. 

4. Economic System 

According to Friedman "the relevant quest1on to ask about 'assu111vlions' of 

a theory is not whc ther they are descrip tive\y 'rea lis tic', far they never 

are. bu t whe ther they are sufficien tly good approxima ti o ns for the purpose 

in hand. And this question can be answered only by seeing whether the 

theory works. wh ich rr ~ans whe ther it Yields sufficien tly accura te 

prcdiclions. Thc two supposedly independent tests thus reduce to one test". 

Assumptions ::irc ::irrivcd at by a cognitive process that can not escape 
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preli111inary knowkd•\" :rnd a roint of view lhal rnust be reconsideretl after 
~. 

lhe resulls of lhe sci1,,1lific rese<1rch. 

lt is the positivisl arrroach that caused the illusion that ali cognitive 

processes could be res o 1 ved in lo scien ti fic ana lys is, tha l is why the two 

pillars that sustained the positivist point of view have collapsed. These 

pillars are. firstlY. the assumrtion that a definitc logical sy:;lern could be 

arrived at on which any other system could be based. and, secondly, the 

assumption that scientific development was resolvable into an accumulation 

of dt:íini ti ve resul ts. 

We cannot avoid uniting the results of ali cognitive processes into a 

systematic whole, as coherently as possible, which is always to sorne extent 

inheri tetl and wh ich can no t be res o 1 ved in a well connected scientific 

theory. To admit that pure science does not exist does not mean deny that 

it is imposible to define scientific criter·ia 01· to submit ali ideological 

premises to critica! assessment. 

What we now need to emphasize is that ali scientific theories entail sorne 

preliminary knowledge that can be qualified as preanalytic, since it cannot 

be previously confirmed by the application of scientific criteria: 

in fact sorne 

we!tanschauung. 

idPnlngir;ll ••• :.t• 
UJl..11 

lt has 

Preanalytic knowledge is particularlY relevant in economic analysis owing 

to the peculiar nature of the system economists propase to study. The 

underlying ideology may assume the form of ideological prejudices. 

For classical economists the economic system is a subsystem of the social 

system (according to Marx the subsystem that will eventually determine the 

evolution of the whole social system). Marginalists, on the contrary, 

consider ali social phenomen.i can be consider«:d hornogeneous from a specific 

standpoinl; theY ali entail the use of scarce resources for the achievement 

of nonhomozcneous goo.ls. In fact, since nol ali social phenomena are 
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dominant. the sel of phenomf!na analyzeu by man:inalísls roughly coint:iucs ... 
w í lh lhe class ical econom ic sys tem: a differencc remains in the way thc 

system is consídcred. 

We should conceíve a social system in a restricted sense. existing side 

by side with an economic system. both being inferred from the society as a 

whole. In th is way the resul ls of the two s tud ies open the way to a 

dialectic cognitive process aimed at understanding the whole. 
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l. \\., lhcm;i l.i<'S and Economy. 

Schumpcter ,.;:ii;.J, lhat, thc works of .!"'"""· \ler.1~~cr, Walras, Marshall. 

Wiccksell. Bohm-Bawerck, Clark, Pareto, Fisher .... provctl that a mechanism 

of theorelical analysis. whose basic fcatures were the same everywhere 

existed. Thcsc au thors works 

existed. These authors works cover practically ali of what we rnay call the 

prirnary poriod work in general theory, except that of the Marxists. 

Schumpeter asked, why, then. do the structures of these leaders having the 

same basic features look so different? His answer was because there were 

plenty of differences in technique, in details, and in views on individual 

problems, and in additi0n because leaders and followers alike overemphasized 

them. 

The most important differences in technique were seen when they dealt with 

the use or the refusal to use the calculus and systems of si'.'lultaneous 

equations. A11 example of thc diiferences in detail is the dispute on real 

cost. As examples of differenccs in views on individual probiems Schumpr·ter 

pointed out the differences in the the0ry of capital and the different 

altitudes as regards partía! analysis. 

He also said that the underlying unit of that period's 'general economics' 

was not true in the first part of the period only in the t:lass1ca1 ::;1tuation 

that emerged roughly around 1900. 

Thc new theory had to de al w i th res is tance, be<:ause the changes looked 

verY 'revolutionary'. Then as always, the majority of the economists were 

absorbed in the investigation of the facts and practica! problems of the 

public policy. Th is majori ty re inforced by the his to rica! and institu tional 

group, had little use of the theory and did not welcome a variation on it. 

They never accepted it as an instrument of resear·ch. and considered the 

'marginalism' as speculative philosophy or as a ncw sectarian 'ism' which it 

was precisely their duty to eliminate by whal they considcred lruly 

scien ti fic and real is tic research. Hcnce they made sweep in& judgemen ts u pon 
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Malhcmalical mc;_:h"d" nr n·asoning besan lo play an. importanl and dccisivc 

role in the purc L111,nr: of economics during this pcriod. Thc use of 

numcrical examples or lhc reslalcmcnt in an algcbraic furm of a non 

mathematical rcsult does not conslitule malhematical economics. Only whcn 

the reasoning itself that produces the result is explicítly mathematical is 

it mathematical economics. 

At the beginning economists used mathematics only for statístical material 

then they besan to use mathematics in quantitative analysis. 

Befare 1914 it was rare that publications required any knowledge of 

technical mathematics of their readers or even their writers, what was 

required was b3sic algebra, analytical seometry and general ideas of the 

logic of calculus. 

Fam iliari ty w i th lhe logic of ca lcul us and concep ts su ch as variables, 

functions, 1 irr. i ts, contin11ity, deriva ti ves and differentials, 

maxima and mínima. systems of equations. determinateness. and stability 

changes one's whole a tt1 tude to the prob iems tha t ar·ise frum lheure lical 

schemes of quantitive relations between things: problems obtain a new 

accuracy, and the points at which they lose become clear. new methods of 

proof emerge. E.ven when we know only a little about the relations between 

our variables we can get maximum results, and 1n sorne sense sorne 

controversia! points vanish. 

"Ma thema ti ca 1 theory is more than a transla tion of non-ma thema ti cal theory 

in the language of symbols, but its results can. in general. be translated 

into non-mathematical language". But it is in the atlempt to tran5late from 

non ma thema ti ca 1 theory in to a ma thema ti cal one or the reverse, tha t most 

economisls fail. 

The mos t important theories of marginal u tili ty and the marginal 

productivity were worked oul also by economists without any mathematical 

background. They th ink th'1l except for a few otiose refinements, 
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malhcmatic:Jl rcasoning In cconom1cs h;1s nol udc.ied anythin~ lo what could bt~ 

found out witho~t it. 

Cournot (1801-77) proposed to e.leal wilh a number of problcrns lhat lcnt 

themselvcs particularly. well to treatmenl by calculus Cournot also 

recognized, that for a complete and rigorous solution of the problems of 

parts of the cconomic system it is 'indispensable to take the entire system 

in to considera tion' ( which is precise ly wha t Walras was to do i. Bu t he 

beiieved that 'this would surpass the powers of malhcmalical analysis and of 

our practica! methods of calculation' and therefore he envisaged instead the 

possibility of treating such problems in terms of a small set of aggregates 

in which social income and its variations are the most important. 

Cournot was the firs t theoris t to pro ve wha t ma thema tics can do far 

economics, and he was the master of partial analysis, but he had only a 

vague and nonoperational idea of general equilibrium. 

The spccifically econometric program -mathematical theory plus statistical 

figures- was struggling toward concious Íunnulalion ali Ll1<: lime bul, with 

sorne important exceptions, did not succeed. And the theory of the period 

did not lend itself to the insertion of such results. The majority of 

theorists. including sorne of the greatest, were completely unaware of the 

posíbilíty of a theory that m1ght everu:uaiiy achieve num.,ricai rt!:suib. 

However, Cournot, Jevons. Pareto, Marshall were exceptions. 

2. The Concept of Equilibrium. 

When we are dealing with the concept of equilibrium we have to show 

clearly what we understand by words such as statics, dynamics. stationary 

state, evolution, because in this way we can avoid useless discussions. 

Following Schumpeter, by static analysis we mean a method of dealing with 

'!Conom ic phenomena tha t tries to es tab 1 ish reta ti o ns be tween e lernents of the 

econornic systcm -prices and quantities of commoditics- ali of which refer to 

the same point of time. 
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ThP t~it'lllt~nls "t lhe econom1c s:•stem lhal 111l<>1·:1ct :1t .·1 given point of Ume 

o.re evidt!nlly llu~ n!sull of pn~t~i~ding co11fi¡.~ur;:it1<lns. and thc way in which 

thcy inlcrncl ilsclf is not lcss evidcntly influenced by what pcoplc expect 

future configurations to .be. llence we are lcd to take into account past and 

expccted future valucs of thc variables, lags, sequences, rates of change, 

cumulative magnitudes, expectations, and so on. The melhods that aim at 

doing Uds conslilult: t:conomic dynamics. 

In sorne scnse static theory involves a higher leve! of abstraction and at 

the same time s ta tic theory may be said to cons ti tu te a special case of a 

more general dynamic theory. A 1 ways s ta tic theory has his torically preceded 

dynamic theory and the reasons far this seem to be as obvious as they are 

sound -s ta tic theory is mu ch simpler to work out, i ts proposi ti o ns are 

easier to prove, and it seems closer to logical essentials. 

Stationary state is an economic process that merely reproduces itself. 

Essentially it is a simplif· ing device, but it is also something more. When 

\'.'L try te visualizc ltoi.v sucl1 a p1·octss ¡¡Jigh L louk and which oí the phenomena 

of re ali ty m igh t be pres en t in i t we ipso facto d iscover wh ich of them are 

Iacking, and we thus acquire a too! of analysis. The term evolution may be 

used in a wider and in a narrower sense. In the w ider se ns e i t comprises 

dll th~ µhe11u111t:na i:hat.· make an economic process non-stat1onary. ln the 

narrower sense it comprises these phenomena minus those that may be 

described in terms of continuous variations of rates within an unchanging 

framework of insti tu tions. tas tes, or technological horizons, and w ill be 

included in the concept of growth. 

At least in logical principie, statics and dynamics on the one hand, and 

stationary and evolutionary states, on the other. are independent of one 

another. We may describe a stationary process by a dynamic model. We may 

also describe an evolutionary process by a succession of static models 

{Compara ti ve s ta tics). 

(mprovements in the analytic appa1·atus of economics were worked out during 
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lhesc yc:irs but. nol quickly cnough, or 1·¡,; .. r .. 11":: enough, to take ful! 

cffect upan anCJlyst.s practicc bcforc 1914. Thrs ,_;¡,, • ..,.,"¡ clown thc advance and 

explains some of lhe most serious shortcomiri;;s ,,f tl1e actual achievemenb;. 

The concept of the stationary state had been used to denote an actual 

state of the economy to be expected at sorne future time; eg. in Marx's model 

of simple reproduction.the simple reproduction. 

Cassel, after Marshall. made an extension of the idea of the 

state to balanced progress, that is, to the case of a society 

sta tionary 

in which 

population and wealth grow at ab.out the same rate and in which 'methods of 

production and the -conditions of trade change but little. This conception 

has acquired the models not only of a stagnating but also of an expanding 

economy. 

More clearly perceived 

sta te did emerge these 

than rigorously defined, the system of economics 

¡rears. but the nature of statics economics did 

emerge, hu l the na tu re o f econorn ic dynam ics was no t e ven clearly unders too d. 

Sorne authors identified economic dynamics with a historical theory of change 

or with a theory that allows for trends; other authors with a theo1·y of 

general in terdependence as opposed te a partial analysis of sectional 

phenomena; still others with a theory of a modern as against the tradition 

bound economy of Middle Ages; and a few simply with the theory of small 

varia ti o ns of econom ic quanti les. 

Ali this shows the importance. even 

logically rigorous definí ti o ns: ior had 

:: 

for purely 

the nature 

practica! purposes, of 

of the statics of the 

day been subjected to ri1rnrous analvsis. the problems of the dvnamics would 

have emerged almost of themselves. But only suggestions that point toward 

the dynamics were found. 

From the workshop of Walras lhc static theory of the economic universe 

emerged in the form of a la1·gc number of quantitative relations (equalions) 

betwecn economic clements of val"iables (priccs and quantities of consumable 

and producli ve goods or serv ices) lha l were con ce i ved as s imul taneously 



..:!ctcrnil11l11~ une anP1t1,·r. 

The Walrasian sysl1·m .,f si111ullaneous equations, howcvcr, brought in a hosl 

of new pr·oblems of a sr•ccifically logical or mathematical nature that are 

much more dclicate and go much deeper than Walras or anyone else had ever 

realized. In general thcy turn upon determinateness, equilibrium and 

s tabili ty. 

The methodology of analyticalmethods is stated thus: since the economic 

system cannot be treated as a set of undefined things, we must first define 

what its elements are to mean before we can formulate the exact problem of 

their determina tion in terms of certain properties of the functicn:; 

(relations) which this meaning involvcs. Then follows logically the proof 

that the problem can in fad: hP of a 

solution) and, finally, the investigation into the 'laws' that the solution 

reveals (thc propertics of the solution). A set of quantities (variables) 

can be said lo be determined if we can indicate ;·elations to which they must 

conform and which will restri<:t thc possible r·ange of their values. l f the 

relations determine just: sin¡;,le valuc or sequence of values. we speak of 

unique determina tion. th is is, of course. sa tisfactory case. The relations 

may yield. however, more than one possible value or sequence of values, 

which is not completely satisfactory. In . particuiar the re la ti o ns may 

determine only a rangq_, and compel theorists to achieve a higher degree of 

determinateness. 

If the re la ti o ns, wh icla are deri ved from a survey of the 'meaning' of a 

phenomenon. are such as to determine a sPt 0f va!ues of thc •:::t:--i::.blc:; l.L - l. 
l.U<..ll. 

will display no tendency to vary under thc sole influence of the facts 

included in those relations per se. we call it equilibrium: we say that 

those relations define equilibrium conditions or an equilibrium position of 

the system and that there exists a set of valu•~s of the variables that 

sa tisfies equilibrium cond i ti o ns. 

Multiple equilibria are not necessarily useless but. the existence of a 



'uniqueJ·. del~nnir1t:d cquilibr1um s~~l ,}f v.1lu1 .. s' iH of the ulrnosl irnporlance. 

e ven i f the prop,f has lo be purchased a t lhe pri,ce of very res U·icti ve 

assumptions. Without any possibility of proving lhe existence of uniquely 

determined equilibrium of a small number of possible equilibria at however 

high a leve! of abstraction, a field of phenomena is really a chaos that is 

not under analytic control. 

Relations th:it link variables with the sarne time subscript or different 

ones, may define a static or a dynamic equilibrium. Whether static or 

dynamic, equilibrium may be stable, neutral or unstable. Rough !y speaking 

stable equilibrium value is an equilibrium value that, if changed by a small 

amount, calls into action forces that will tend to reproduce the old value; 

neutral equilibrium is and equilibrium value that does not know any such 

forces: and unstable equilibrium is an equilibrium value, change in which 

calls forth forces that tend to move the system farther and farther away 

from equilibrium values. 

The economists of t.hP r~ri0d ret:::!ining thc habit of lheir 'ciassíc' 

predecessors, consider 'competition' as the normal case from which to build 

up their general analysis (Cournot built his analysis from the monopoly 

case). It is clear that the generalized description of economic behavior is 

L.L - .a. 
l.il<.ll. " . \.llt: vr it..:t:::> uf aii products and 

'factors' cannot be perceplibly influenced by the individual household or 

the individual firm. and hence may be treated as given (as parameters) 

the theory of their behavior. These prices may then be determined, in 

general. by the mass effect of the actions of all households and ali firms 

in the 'markets', and the households and firms have no choice but to adapt 

to the ruling prices the quantities of commodities and services they wish to 

buy or to • -: 11. Jevons added his law of ilidifference, which defines the 

concep t of the perfect marke t in which lhere canno t ex is t, at any moment, 

more lhan one price f0r ea ch hornogcneous commodity. These lwo fea tures, 

campe ti tion and the law of indi fference, were included in Walras free 
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concu1·1·t-:11Lt~. 

The mechanism"• of pure cornpclition is suppos1,,J lo function through 

cverybody's wish to maximize his nct advantai:;e (satisfacticn or monetary 

gain) by means of attempts at optima! adaptation of quantitics to be bought 

and sold. Watras was very much aware of the difficulties involved in the 

fact that this adaptation will produce different results according to the 

range of know!edse, promptness of decision. and 'rationality' of actors, and 

according to the expectations lhey entertain about the future course of 

prices, and the fact that their action is subject to additional restrictions 

that proceed from the situations they havc made themselves by their past 

decisions. However. absorbed in the pioneer tas~: of worL:i!!e ~:.!t th.:. 

essentials of the mathematical theo1·y of the economic process. he said he 

had no choice but to simplify in a huge manner: that is he postulatcd that 

the quantities of productive serviccs that enter into the unit of every 

product (coefficients of production) are constant technologic;:il data; that 

the1«: is no SL'ch thing as fixed cost: tha.t all the firms in an industry 

produce the same kind of product by the same method, in equal quantities: 

that the productive process takes no time; and that problems of location may 

be neglected. 

Marshall, howevcr. did not lake this approach. As opposed to \Va!ras. who 

was bent more on scrapins off everything he did not consider essential to 

his theorelical schema. Marshall following the English tradition, was bent 

on salvagins:c every hj t of re~! !ifc he coulJ VU::i~:iibie ieave in. This was 

more than a mere dislike of naked abstractions, it was an awareness of a set 

of problems that developed into the theory of monopolistic or imperfect 

competition later on. 

Sorne economists accept pure monopo!y and pure competition as the two 

fundamental palterns and next proceed by in ves lisa ting how their hybrids 

work out. On the contrary others look upon the hybrids as fundamenlal and 

on pure monopoly and purc competition as limiting cases. 
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Thc imporl:inc~· of ulilily thcory cxtcnd:-; r.-i1· . beyond of consumers' 

behavior, inlo lhose of production and income fonnation. From Aristotelian 

roots, this thcory was dcvcloped by the scholaslic doctors whose analyses of 

•1alue and price in tcrms of 'utility and scarcit>" lacked only the marginal 

apparatus. However in the first period it was not fruitful and the 

ciassical ecunomisls <lid not rcalizc thc possibilities of the utility 

approach to the phenomenon of thc economic bchavior. 

Later Walras, Jevons and Menger rediscovcred the theory far themselves and 

constructcd upan it a theoretical structure. They ali tl'eated utility as a 

psychological fact gained from introspection, and as the 'cause' of value: 

They felt little or no compunction about its measurability. They ali 

thought that the possessor of any commodity derived the utility from it and 

the magnitude of the utility was depcndent on the quantity of that commodity 

alone. 

The historical alliance of utility theory with utilitarian philosophy 

seems ra ther obvious. bu t the modern u tili tarian theoris ts themse !ves claim 

it is not difficult to show that the utility theory of value is entirely 

independent of any hedonist postulates of philosophies. According to these 

theorists, it does not statc or imply anything about the nature of the wants 

or desires from which it starts. The utility theory of value is better 

designated as a logic than a psychoiogy of values. Early utility theorists 

talkcd n.bout physic2! facts with thP utmost confidence. thinking that it is 

preferab le to derive a given set of proposi ti o ns from ex ternally or 

'objective!y' observable facts. if it can be done, than to derive the same 

set of proposi ti o ns from prem is es es tab lished by in trospection. Utili ty 

theory can b"! utilized to achievc this goal if it is uscd to furnish the 

assumptions or 'rcstrictions' lhat wc need within \.he cquilibrium theory of 

values and priccs. 

Many authors havc also hcld thal. by probing into lhe "psychology" of 
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valuc in use, lhe ulili!:- !~H·1ir·y contrtbutcd noi.hing lu U1t: undc1~l.11nlii1 .. ; 

of econamic processes. (f;,,,, !.sky. Lexis, etc.) 
~. 

lf it is assumed thal llw consumer derives utility anly from the goatls he 

purchases lhe amaunt oí utility is a function of the quantities of .u,oods 

acquired, and that he will lry to get the maximum possible amount of 

utility. Utility will be maximized when the marginal ( last) unit of 

expenditure in each direction brings in the same increment of utility. In 

such a case, a transference of expenditure from one direction to another 

will bring in the diminishing of the total utility, far marginal utility of 

any commodity is assumed diminishing. Marshall in this way carne to the 

canclusian that total utility is maximized when the marginal utilities of 

the c•.!mm0tJii:iP~ nht;:iincd z.re proportion~l to their prices. 

Cardinal u tility. 

In the beginning, utility theoricians considered that marginal and total 

u tili ty are directly measui-able qu.:in ti ties. They associa ted utility 

sensations with a re.:il number,unique except for the choice of a unit whidi 

is to be interpreted as a unit sensation. Bohm-Bawerk was the first who 

recognized pr.:ictica 1 di fficu l ti es. Marshall though t tha t a d irect meas u re of 

uti\ity or malive ar pleasantness and unpleasantness of sensatians cauld nat 

be taken bul Lhal thcy _cauld be measured inderectly by thetr abservabie 

effects. Far example, the __ u.tiJity of pleasure may be indicated by the sum af 

maney a man is prepared lo give up in arder to obtain it rather than to do 

withcut it. Rnth indirect and direct measures are conventionally called the 

lheory of c::u-din::il uti!ity, and it is a uniquely determined real function of 

the quantities of the commodities (per stated period of time) at the 

disposal of individual or household. 

Antonelli in lhe "Sulla teori::i rn.:ilernatica della cconomia politica"(1886) 

had bec'Omc conccrncd wilh fundament.'.ll ide.:is lhnt came to be developcd more 

clearly. Edgeworlh did away with lhe assumption that the utility of every 
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c0r11m0Uily i$ a function of lhe qu;111!.il: 1lf lhi!:o comrnDdit.y alone. and madc 

lhe ulilily cnjoyed by an individu;il " ft1ncl1cJ11 of ali lhe c1Jm111oditics t:hal .... 
cnlcr his budgct. Then Marshall altempled (u pon Oupuit's idea) lo make the 

mcasurcmcnt of utility operalional by mcans nf thc concepl of Consumer's 

Rent. His idea was to measurc lhc total utility accruing to an individual 

from lhe consurnption of 'a given quantity of a commodity by the sum of moncy 

;cprcsenleJ by the deiinite integral of the individuaJ's demand function 

takcn from zcro lo lhe quantity, The consumers' surp lus is the di fference 

between this integral and the price actually paid times the quantity bought. 

(Graph A 1) This conjecture is open to a nurnber of objections and was badly 

received at first, later, however, Hicks re vi ved i t beca use nf il.s 

usefulness in welfare economics. 

Ordinal utility. 

Thc objection lo mcasurability was the most serious of those that were 

ro.iscd <Jgainst thc:: marginal utility theory. Among utility theore ticians 

there is in fact no cornpelling necessity of insisting upan measurability so 

long as they are interested only in a maximum problem. There was no 

ques tion of people's ab i Ji ty to compare sa tisfactions expected from the 

po3scs.siuu uí U i ÍÍt!ren t sets ot goods w i thou t measuring them. that is to 

say, the ability of people to order such sets in a given preference system, 

referred to as ordinal utility. 

It is possible to describe ordinal utility by means of any monotonically 

increasíng function though not uniquely determined. This function has in 

fact no economic meaning because what it is devised to tell us is whether 

there is increase, decrease, or equality of utilíty. Pare to cal! su ch a 

function an lndex function. 

llowcver, i t was no t the index function as su ch, bu t ano ther set of 

constructs that bcc;irne characteristic of this stage of value theory. lt was 

the ind ifference sur faces or. in the case of two commod i ti es, the 
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o lher purposcs. -. 
' ' \J '~' ,¡"" ,~ j .... , EJ~eworth ior 

In lhe two commod i ty case. we can portray lhe quan ti ti es of these 

commodilies on two of the ca-ordinales of a three dimensional diagram and 

represent by the thi1·d co-ordinate the varying amounts of total utility 

which corresponds to all possible combinations of lhe two commodities. The 

result is utility surface that rises from the origin as th" quantities of 

the two commodities increase, and possibly flattens out later on, Pareto 

called it the 'Hill of pleasure'. l f we cut cut th is surface by means of a 

succession of plan"s parallel to the plane of the two commodity co-ordinates 

the intersection is a set which has a constant total uti!ity. (Graph A2) 

lhe quantities of the two commodities will vary in such a way that the 

increase of one just compensates the individttal fer the corresponding 

decrease of the other. These are what Edgeworth called indifference curves 

and if we project them on the commodity pJane. we get the 'indifference 

map'. (Graph A3) He used it in his b;:,rter exchange theory. 

For if X has a positive marginal utility, an increase in the quantity of 

Y must increase total ui.ility, and bring us on to a higher indifference 

curve. similarly if we only incrcase thc quantity of X. lt is possible to 

stay on the same indifference curve if lhese movements are compensated. So 

Pareto stated that these indifferenc': -:urves must slope downwards to the 

right because each commodity has a positive marginal utility. The slope of 

the curve passing through any point P(x,y) is the amount of y which needed 

to compensate the loss of a small unit of x, that is the ratio of the 

marginal of x to the marginal utility of y. Pareto also said that these 

curves will be convex to the origin. 

As soon as we project the indifference lines on the commodity plane, the 

utility dimension vanishes from the picture so that thcir meaning is no 

longcr dcpendent on any hypothesis of mcasurability. The indifference lines 

ó.ell us no more than that the individual may consider ccrt,,in combinations 
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of lhc two cor11111od1l1t~s as cqu;i!Jy l.ha l he prefers 

combinalions n~presenleJ by ::iny 
0

hl~!her' 111díffcrenct~ nu·v1.!' to combinations r, 
rcprcscnted by any 'Jower' onc. 

lf a len¡¡th OL is mar:ked off along the X-axis, rcprescnling thc amount of 

X whi~h thc consumer could gct if he expands ali his income to this 

commodity, and an amount OM on the Y-axis, represcnting sirnilarly the arnount 

of Y. then any point on the line LM represents a pair of quantities of the 

two commod i ti es wh ich he could ob ta in, and the s Jope of the line LM is the 

price ratio. Through any point of the line th<>re wi!I pass an inciiference 

curve. As the utility will be maximized on the point where the live LM is 

the tangent: of the indiffr-r-Pnr~ <:t.!r-'!e, (G~üp:--, A4) li1dl point also shows the 

proportiona!i ty between marginal utili ti es and prices. 

After Pareto proceeded to develop the idea of ordinal utility and 

eventually worked out the fundamentals of the modern theory of value, a 

further advance ··as made by Johnson and Slutsky, although it was not until 

1934 that the job was completely done by Allen and Hicks. 

Fisher presented an analysis completely free from utility assumptions that 

worked only with indifference maps in the modern sense. He, and later Allen 

and Hicks. considered indifference curves as the starting points of the 

analysis. This approach differed from that taken by Edgeworth, who derived 

indifference curves from a u tili ty surface. 

The thcory of Allen and Hicks was the first completely independent of thc 

existence of an index functinn and ccmplctcly free frum the iingenng 

shadows of even marginal utility. Marginal utility is replaced in their 

system by the marginal rate of substitution. lnd ifference curves are 

satisfactorily defined far individual households but the question of what 

meaning is to be attached to collective indifference curves remains. 

lf the indifference curves assurne less than does utility analysis. they 

still assumc more than is nccessary far thc conjectun~s of equilibriurn 

theory. From a practica! point of view. drawim.l purcly imaginary 
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cur· . ..-cs 

functions bccause they b.;th 'I>'<' nolhing observable in principie, a11d lhey 

only use potenlial observaliuns which so far nobody has been able lo make in 

fact. The wriling of the cquations of equil1brium theory requires no other 

postulate than lhis: faced with a given set of prices and a given income. 

the individual chooses to buy or sell in a uniquely determínate way. This 

was la ter formula ted by Samuelson as the consis tency pos tul a te. 

=-
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